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Abstraet

This thcsis cancerns the estimation and description of curvature for computer
vision applications. Different types of multi-dimensional data are considered: images
(2D)j volumes (3D); time sequences of images (3D); and time sequences of volumes
(4D).

The methods are based on loeal Fourier domain models and use loeal operations
such as fiitering. A hierarchical approach is used. Firstly, the loeal orientation is
estimated and represented with a vedor field equivalent description. Secondly, the
loeal curvature is estimated from the orientation description. The curvatqre algo
rithms are closely related to the orientation estimation algorithms and the methods
as a whole give a unified approach to the estimation and description of orientation
and curvature. In addition, the methodology avoids thresholding and premature
decision making.

Results on both synthetic and real world data are presented to illustrate the
algorithms performance with respect to accuracy and noise insensitivity. Examples
illustrating the use of the curvature estimates for tasks such as image enhancement
are also inc1uded.
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(1.1 )

Chapter 1

Introduction

The main theme of this thesis is the estimation and description of curvature for COffi

puter vision appiications. It is widely accepted that curvature is a relevant property
of images and thus tiserul for computer vision tasks. Moreover , the human visuai
system offers additional motivation for adopting curvalure as an image feature, since
there are many indications of curvattlre detection heing a mechanism in human per
ception. A well·known example of this was the demonstration by Attneave (5) that
the approximation of the silhouette of a cat by straight lines cuding in Clln'ature
maxima resultecl in a figure whieh was still recognizable as a cat. Consequcntly
curvature estimation forms an important tool in camputer vision. Its use extends
from guiding the seledion of points in, for example, both the polygonal (80] and
the polynomial (18J approximation of curves, to matching in the estimation of the
three-dimensional orientation of objects from two-dimensional images (36].

Curvature is a relatively simple concept which is readily apprcciated from tig. 1.1.
Stated simply, curvature dcscribes the changes in orientation of a curve and is com
monly dcfined with the use of the curve's tangent, i e

di 60
K = Ids' = 6s

where t is a unit tangent vedor, O is the tangent vector's angle and s denotes the
are length. This can in terms of an image f(~l,6) be written as

K= (1.2)

The term Icurvature' does here, for 2D images, refer lo a feature of the curves in
the image. It is, hawcver, worth painting out that if the image is interpreted as a
surface, i e the pixel values represent 'height values', curvature would then instead
be a feature of that surface.

The need for reliable cstimation of curvaturc in computer vision has led to con
siderable theorctical and practical invcstigations. Kacnderink [69, 68] was ane of the
pioneers introducing the concepts of differential geometry inta the field of Computer
Vision. Estimatian schemes have traditionally been based on line and/or edge de
tedian followed by thresholcling before the actual curvaturc estimation takes place.
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Figure 1.1: The oricntation representation of a line (zera curvature) and an are
(curvature)

Methods in this category has been bascd on k-curvature [81, 95], 'IjJ-s curves [7] and
poiynomiai approximation [72,81].

IIowever, a significant drawback of these approaches concerns the lise of thresh
olding, which tends to introduce same serious difficulties when considering real ap
piication problems, e g:

• If Boise is present, whieh is generally the case, it is hard or even impossible to
select a proper threshold to diseriminate the curve from the background.

• The conversion to a binary image introduces additiona! quantization noisc since
angular changes only oceu!' in multiples of 11" /4.

• Small dianges in the threshold level may cause dramatical1y different curvature
estimates.

Parent and Zucker [78, 79] have recognized many of these problems and modificd the
well-known relaxation schcme of Rosenfeld, Hummel and Zucker [86] to produce a
procedure for curve detection which takes trace, tangent and curvature information
into account. This iterative method discriminates bctween a few different curvature
classes (lypically four, with the fOllrth one being eCjllivalent to a straight line), whieh
is enollgh for acceptable curve dctection on relatively complex images. Thresholding
was used by Asada and 13rady [4] although they incorporated a scalc-space approach
(\·Vitkin [102]) which led to a more robust algorithm. A similar strategy was also
utilized by Leymarie and Levine [70]. The curvature formula given in eq. (1.2) can
also be used direetly for Cllrvature estimation (e g MachlIca and Phil1ips [71] or Kass
et al [57]) and has the advantage of not requiring thresholding. Howevcr, this dil'ect
method tends to be noise sensitive.
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Curvature Dcscriptions

Curv.ture Algorithm(s)

Oricntation
Dcscription

Oricntation Algorithm

Input:
Grcy level d.t.

Figure 1.2: An overview of the data processing

1.1 A Unified Approach to Curvature Estima
tion

The eurvature esLimation and description algorithms described in this thesis are in
many respects different to ot.her methods. The most significant is that the method
gives a unified approach to the estimåtion- and deseription of orientation and cur
vature. In addition, the methodology avoids thresholding and premature dccision
making.

The basic outline of the mcthod is illustrated in fig. 1.2. The input data to
the eurvature aigorithm consists of an orientation descript.ion of the image, i e a
eomplex~valued image in which eaeh point rcpresents an estimate of the dominant
orientation in a loeal region about the point, viz

(1.3)

where the magnitude r is a 'eertainty measure' that the region has a dominant orien
tation and ,p is the cstimatc of that orientation. Note that the representation used
is based on the 'double angle' representation, whieh gives some essentiai benefits
sueh as eontinuity of the representation of line oricntation and ensuring that oricn
tation averaging is a mcaningful operation. The seheme shown in fig. 1.2 is based
primarilyon the hierarchical mcthodology for Computer Vision which has evolvcd
at the Computer Vision Laboratory, Linköping University, during the last decade
[19,20,21,40,45,61,64J. An important aspect of the approach is that information
is rep resen ted in the same way at every leve1 of the hierarehy, i e the symbols look
similar at every level, while the meaning of sueh a symbol varies depending on whieh
level it is located. ~lore detailed discussions and arguments for using such a data
represcntation are givcn later in the thesis.

One way of obtaining the orientation image is by convolution with a set of ori·
entation seleetivc quacimtllre filters. An example of such a filter is given in fig. 1.3
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Figure 1.3: A quadrature filter in 22.50 direction

where the veclors represent the complex-valued coefficients of the filter. 5uch an
approach to orientation estimation has been successfully developed previously by
Knutsson [64]. The work in this thesis is basccl on the observation that curvature is
refiected in the orientation image as the speed of angular change (fig. 1.1). Nating
that similar propertics are exhibited by the filter in fig. 1.3 then immediately poses
the question: t\·Vould it not be possible to estimate curvature by correlating the orj·
cntation vedor image with sets of quaclrature filters, thus yielding a consistent and
unificd approach to curvaturc estimation?'. This thesis will give a positive answcr
to that question.

1.2 Overview

The thesis is organized into three different parts, one each for two-, thrce- and
fOllr-dirnensional images. The algorithms are nevertheless founded on the same
ideas and use similar stratcgies. The essence is the general curvature estimation
method outlined above which is not limited to any particular type of application.
A certain amount of the material in the different parts necessarily overlap to some
extent, and an alternative organization might have been to combine the parts into
one grand theory of curvature estimation and description in N·dimensional images.
Curvatllre is, however, a much more simple entity in 2D than in 3D (and 4D)
images and the grand theory approach would have made the presentation of the 2D
material unnecessary complicated. Il therefore seemed more appropriate to present
the material separatcly.

The first part describes the 2D curvature algorithms and includes a detailed
description of the oricntation estimation algorithm, since this method is essentiai
for understanding of the curvature algorithms. Examples of both bottorn.up and
top-down (feedback) processing within the hierarchical struclure are included.

The second part generalizes the algorithm to 3D data in thc form of volumes and
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time scquences. Includcd is a dcscription of the orientation estimation and repre
sentation method cxtended to 3D with the appropriate additions and modifications.

Finally, the scheme is extended lo 4D dala in part III. The thesis concludes with
a summary including a short comparison with known or apparent processing within
the human visllal system, and a discussion of future work.

Proofs and other tcchnical details are collected at the end of each chapter in
appendix-fashion with letters used to number these sections (o g 3.A) with a real
appendix at the end of the thesis, which contains all the colollr images of the thesis.

Il





Part I

2D - Image Processing

TheY'1'e just transjormatio7lS
1!ariations
Alternations
Deviations
You know A'fother Nature Tu./es us all

"TRANSFORMATIONS"- Nona Hendryx
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Chapter 2

Curvature Estimation and
Description U sing Vector Field
Filtering

This chapter presents a new method for the detection and estimation of curvature.
The algorithm is implemented in a hierarchical feature pyramid slructure. Curvature
is handled at the second level of the pyramid with a vedor field description of the
oricntation of the image as input. This complex image is convolved with typically
foul' (complex-valued) filters. The filter outputs are comhined into a description of
thc curvature, inc1uding both magnitude and direction. The procedure resembles in
many ways the algorilhms for the first level of the feature pyramid and is a natural
extension of these. Same comparisons with other algorithms have been carricd
out, and the results indicate that the methodology presented here has a mlTnber of
important advantages over other methods.

The chapter is dividcd into three seclions. First, the initia.l step of achieving an
orientation image is described together with a discussion of the frequency domain
properties of curvature in an orientation image. Next, the second level cUl'vature al·
gorithms, handling the orientation image, are presented and discussed in the context
of their counterparts (orientation estimation etc) at the first level of the pyramid.
Finally, a presentation and evaluation of the experimental results are given.

2.1 Properties of Orientation Vector Images

The production of an oricntation description is the first of two steps from grey
level image to curvature description (fig. 1.2). This sectio~ is an account of how
the orientation information is obtaineci and represented and how it relates to the
curvature properties of the original image.

A grey level image can be represented by a function JO({I,6)1 where {\ and 6
are the spatial coordinates and the function value represents the grey level at that
image point. It is weil known that the image function /0(6,6) can be transformed
into the frequency domain by the Fourier transform. The corresponding functio.Q
is denoted Fo(Ul, U2), where 1tl and U2 are the frequency coordinates (An excel~l}t

account of the Fourier transform is given in BraceweIl [27J).
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Since the objecli,"c is to derive a loeal dcscription of the image, iL is natural to
pay attenLion to Fourier transforms of small ncighbourhoods and not to the entire
image. A loeal neighbourhood in the image can be said to be one-dimensional if
the energy in the romier domain is eoneenLrated along a line through the origin
oriented at an angle~. Neighbourhoods in Lhe spatial domain with gradients in Lhe
~ direetion give risc to slielt Fouricr transforms. This property is uscd to compilc the
oricntation deseriptioll , a data representation based on a I1llmber of observations.

• Data eompression is essentiai to provide manageable information. There is little
use in storing extraeted data in away that makes handling of the information
as difficult as deriving it from the original image. On the other hand it is
important to ensure that no valuable infornlation _~s! lost.

• Events are not likely to occur simultaneously. That is, two intersecting perpen·
dicular lines are rare events from a statistieal point of view. One or a few
parameters are tlms adequate to describe most neighbourhoods.

• The representation shall also be able to describe the aecuracy of the description.
That is, when the t\\'o lines mentioned above actually cross, the representation
sball indieate the failure in representing one-dimensional orientation and not
try to deseribe that ~double-event'.

This leads to the eomplcx-valued orienlation deserip,tion proposed by Granlund {40]
and introdueed in chapter 1. The argument represents the orientation with 'double
angIe" see fig. 2.1, and the magnitude is a measurement of the certainty of the es
timated orientation. The orientation description refers to thc dominant oricntation
of the ncighbourhood , and is consequcntly not able to give an adequate descrip.
tion of Idouble·event ' neighbourhoods. Such a neighbourhood is represen ted with
a vedor of zero or low magnitudc, ",hieh indieates a breakdown of the 'one domi
nant orientation ' model. Nate that at this stagc no regard is taken to whether the
neighbourhood is constituted by a line or an edge (Discrimination between lines and
edges is considered by Knutsson [641 and Haglund [421).

Compex-valued images are also used to represent other kinds of information,
always with the magnitude as certainty estimate and the argument representing the
actual value.

The local orientation estimatian aigorithm used in this work was developed by
Knutsson! (64) and works like the following. The estimale is aehieved by combining
thc outputs from a number of filters, at least three, where each filter collects energy
from a partitian of the Fourier domain. Since the image !O({,,{2) is real-valued, its
Fomier transform Fo(UI, U2) is Hermitian, i e the real part is an even fundion and
the imaginary part is an odd funetion. This irnplies that it is sufficient to use filters
spanning half of the rourier domain.

The filters that are used are quadrature filters which only take up energy in
one half-plane of the Fourier domain [27, 64]. By letting J-h(HI, U2), the Fourier
representation of filter k, be real-valucd, the spatial representation of the filter,
hk(6'~2)' will in turn bccome IIermitian with the even real part as line deteetor
and thc odd imaginary part as edge deteetor.

IThe original algorithm by Granlund {10J lIscd Gabor filters instead or quadrature filters.
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/
Figure 2.1: Lines and edges represented as oricntation vedors

A way of constructing such a filter is

Hk(1lI,1l2)

H ke (Ul1 'Uz)

HkoCUl1 uz)

H~'c(1l1JU2) +HkoClll,UZ)
Hh(~1l11-U2)

sign[cos(<p - <pk)]Jh,(u" "')

(2.1 )

(2.2)

(2.3)

where <p = arg(Ut +iU2) and rPk is thc direction of the flIter. This gives in the spatial
domain

(2.4)

The even part of the filter hk is thus purely real, and the odd part is purely imaginary.
Spa.tial and [rcqueHey rcsponscs of a quadrature filter and its real and imaginary
components are illustrated in tig. 2.2-2.5.

By spreading the fillers equally over a half-plane of the frcquency domaiu, the
dominant orientation can then be achieved by vector addition

K

ft((,,(,) = LQk((I,(,)e;2••
k=1

(2.5)

where J( is the nllmber of filters and qk(~11 (2) denotes the magnitude of the filter
output,

(2.6)

with qke being the filter output of the even filter and qko being the filter output of
thc odd filter. The doubling of 1Jk in eq. (2.5) resllits in the double angle represen
tation displayed in fig. 2.1. This strategy gives high magnitude, or certainty, to the
orientation estimate when thc neighbourhood is elose to one-climensional. 'Double
event'-type neighbourhoods will give comparatively lowcr magnitlIde since the two
componcnts will thcn be opposite directed in cq. (2.5) and tend to cancel out.
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Figure 2.2: The spatial response of a quadrature filter. Top: real part. Bottom:
imaginary part

Figure 2.3: The frequency response of the complex filter in fig. 2.2. On ly the rea.l
part is displayed (the imaginary part is :::;:: O)
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Figure 2.4: The frequency response of the real component of the filter in fig. 2.2.
Only the real part is displayed (the imagin.ry part is"" O)

Figure 2.5: The frcqucncy responsc of the imaginary component of Lhe filter in
fig. 2.2. Only the real p.rt is displayed (the imagin.ry part is "" O)
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The magnitude of the vector summation should be rotation invariant, i e not
depclldent on the value of the orientation. This requirement is fulfilled if the functioll
Hke(ul, 'U2) defining the frequency response of thc quadrature filter is chosen as

(2.7)

where p = vu~ + ll~ and H/ is a radial weighting function controlling the frequency
characteristics of the filter.

It is now appropriatc to examine how the curvature in a 2D grey level image is
transferred into the orientation image fl (6,6). The orientation image describes
orientation in terms of local neighbourhoods, and not as curves or curve tangents.
Thus the definition (1.1) is not directly applicable.

Of more relevance is the observation that curvature is proportional to 'the rate
of change' of orientation along a curve and that this is reflected in the argument of
the orientation image, i e a,gUd = 21> = 20 + 1f (see fig. 1.1). Note that a large
magnitude r of the orientation estimate indicates that only one curve or orientation
is present.

The orientation image funetion !l({l,6) can be rewritten as

(2.8)

thus making explicit that r and B are functions of the spatial coordinates. The
quantities of interest are then cp({1J6) and its gradient,

(2.9)

hut only on the curve, i e at positions with weil defined orientation values. This in
formation is contained in the magnitude r({l,6) and suggests the fol1owiIlg method
to detect, estimate and describe the main local curvature in the orientation image:

• use the magnitudcs in a neighbourhood so that only high certainty points (pixels
on the curve) have a signif-icant effect on the computation.

• estimate the gradient of <p({1,6) for those points.

• represent the achieved information in a compact and easily manageable way.

The motivation for the last item on the list is the same as for the case of local
oricntation description, where one of the base components is the hypothesis of one
dimensionality. 'One-dimensionality' refers to that it is generally true that a small
neighbaurhood at most contains a single event. Features of the neighbourhood can
thus be described with relatively few parameters, e g one value to describe the lacal
orientation.

This motivates the postulate that it is not likely that a small neighbourhood
contains more than one type of curvature. This constraint makes it possible to
express the angular funetion as

(2.10)
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Figure 2.6: An exampie of a neighbourhood constituted by a constant vaiued mag
nitude and the angular funetion of eq. (2.10)

where 27rva2 + b2 is the magnitude of the curvature and arg(a+ib) is the direction of
the curve's tangent from which the curvaturc originates. The factor 27r in eq. (2.10)
is added to simpiify the forthcoming equation (2.11), but can of course be excluded.
Information of the tangent may seem to be, apart from a sign, redundant information
since tangent and gradient are perpendicular in 'clean' single-curve neighbourhoods.
However, this is not necessariiy the case for estimates in noisy neighbourhoods.
Fig. 2.6 gives an exampie of a neighbourhood with the anguiar function given by
eq. (2.10).

It is now possible to formuiate a mare general definition of curvaturc in terms of
an amount of change, not of tangent angle of a curve, but of directionai change in
a vector field. Note that, however, this does not conflict with the eariier and more
common definition (1.1), since thc oricntation aigorithm ensures that the vectar field
is produced by one curve.

With the approximation of 'I'(~1>6) in eq. (2.10), it is fairly straightforward to
go to the frequency dOl1lain and study how curvature is reflected there, vizi:i: T«ll 6)e2"i(t1~1+b6)e-2:ri(UI(I+U26)d6d<2=

R(lll -a,tt, - b) (2.11)

This shows that curvature is rcflectcd in the Fourier domain as a shift. FurthcnTIorc,
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Figure 2.7: a) The neighbourhood. b) Transform of orienlalion magIlitude. c)
Transform of orielltation estimate. d) Transform after mulliplication of the angles
by four

R(tt1' U2) will be Hermitian since r(~1l6) is real-valued.
The relevance of this cquation is illustra Led in tig. 2.7, which shows the Fourier

transform of a neighbourhood of orientatioll vedors describing a circle. The white
cross indicates the origin Ul = 1t2 :::;:: O. The upper right transform is derived from
the neighbourhood with all arguments set to zero, and would thus correspond to
R(uI, U2)' The lower left sub-image is the ordinary transform. A trick is demon
strated in the lower right: before the Lransform is produced, all angles have been
multiplied by four, and, as can be scen, this amplifies the offset due to curvature.
This t.rick emphasizes the shift and can be used as preprocessing of the orientation
data before the curvature estimation algorithms are used. AIso observe that the
linear oricntation of r({,,6) is orthogonai to the eurvaturc direction of <P(~I,~2)'

This implies that eurvature estimation is analoguous to shift estimation in IDeal
Fourier transforms of the orientation image. Thc next section describes the design
of suelt algorithms.

2.2 Curvature AIgorithms

The eurvature estimatian is a two-step procedure (tig. 1.2). The preceding section
deserihed the first step of obtaining an orienLation dcseription of the image. This
scction deserihes the second step of the curvature description. The orientation de
scription of Lhe preccding section serves as input, and three different rneasures are
derived to describe the curvature: direction (of the tangent), curvedjstraight ra-
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tio and amount of eurvature. The curvature direction algorithm is a fundamental
building block for t.he ot.her t.wo algorit.hms, and the presentation starts with il.

2.2.1 Curvature Direction

(2.12)

The procedure of extraeting the local curvature direction from the orientation data
shares a great deal of detail with the algoriihm for extraction of loeal orientation from
the grey leve} data. The local orientation algorithm in the preceding section uscd
properties of the Fouder domain such as the input being real-valued, a fact which
is exploited in the lise of quadrature filters. The structure of the loeal curvature
algorithm have many points of similarity with the orientation algorithm, although
the input data is now complex-valued.

The filters must span the entire Fouder domain since the Fomier transform of the
complex-valued input dat.a does not have the Hermitian property. A generalization
of orientation estimation to complex images is given before introducing the curvature
direction algorithm. The loeal orientation in a eomplex-valued neighbourhood is
estimated by

z[(

J;({,1,6) = 2:>.({,',{,2)e;2••
k=l

where qk now denotes the magnitude of the filter output from eonvolution of fl (~l, ~2)

and not Jo({,,,6) as in eg. (2.5). The nt1mber of filters is in eg. (2.12) written as
21< to emphasize that all of the Fomier domain is covered with filters and not only
a half-plane (but J( is used in all fortheoming equations). Let the filter directions
<Pk be the same as in eq. (2.5). The additional filters hK +1 ..• hzf( are defined as

(2.13)

where * denotes complex conjugate and 2tjJKH = 2<pk. Tt is easy to see that for filters
designed according to cq. (2.1) - (2.4), the transform of the complex conjugate filter
will yield a rotation of Jr eompared to the original filter's transform, since a change
of sign in the odd part will make the even/odd cancellation take place at the other
side of the Fourier domain (see fig. 2.4 and 2.5). The additional lise of complcx
conjugate filters will consequcntly cover the whole frequency domain.

It may not be intuitivc1y apparent what the orientation estimate obtained by
eq. (2.12) corresponds to in the input image fo(6,~2)' Isolated lines and edges will,
however, have more or less identieal orientation estimates in fl (~116) (eq. (2.5)) and
J~(~l,6). The reason for this is that lines and edges in fO(~I,6) are preserved as lines
in the magnitude part of J1({,1 ,f,,). The vector orientation algorithm (eg. (2.12)) does
in fact more than the 'scalar' oricntation algorithm (eq. (2.5)), since the former also
takes anglIlar changes into accollnt. The difference is marginal on 'normal' images
(whatever that is!), and the method is far from being a curvature descriptor.

The purpose is, however 1 to estimatccurvature and not orientation. The relation
ship between spatial curvature and frequency domain shift , established in eq. (2.11),
is essentiai together with the observation that the centre of gravity in the amplitude
speetrum IF(UI' 1tz)1 of a real-valued image is located in the origin. The latter follows
from the Hermitian property. To calculatc the shift 1 it is thus sufficient to estimate
the centre of gravity of the neighbonrhood's amplitude spectrllm and the curvature
direction is calculated by estimation of the direetion to the centre of grav ity.
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Filter directions

,->---+---$,

Centre of gravity

~u,

Filter responses Resultant vector

(2.14)

Figure 2.8: An example of eq. (2.14) in stylized form

There exist well-known formulae to determinc the centre of gravity of f(~IJ6)

from F(UlJU2), and vice versa. The cenlres of gravity for F(U10t2) and IF(UbU2)1
coincide, provided that there are no sign changes in thc frequency domain. There
is unfortunately nothing that ensures that condition. Another strategy is therefore
proposed.

It is sufficient for the scala l' orientation algorithm to estimate in a half-plane of
the frequeney domain. The orientation algorithm for complex-valued input data has
filters in the entire domain, although the energies from the filters are mapped as if
thc ncighbourhood was real-valuecl. The curvature estimation aIso requires filters of
the whole domain, with the one difference being the mapping of filter energy

K

f2(~,,6) = Lqk(~1,6k'"
k=l

Obser"e that <Pk no longer is doubled as in eq. (2.5) and (2.12). The double angle
used in the ol'ientation vector sum is thus in the context of curvaturc replaced by
a 'single angle'. It may not be obvious that this method yiclds thc direction of the
shift, whieh is equivalent to the curvature diredian, but a careful examination of the
figures 2.7 and 2.8 togethcr with eq. (2.14) should help. Fig. 2.8 contains an example
in stylized form. Here four filters are used, with each of the filters concentrated in
one partition of the Fourier domain (the exad shape of the filters is discussed later).
The location of thc ccntre of gra.vity is indicated in fig. 2.8b and the magnitudcs
of the filter outputs in fig. 2.8c are shown as vedors directed in the corresponding
filter directions. The rightmost vector in fig. 2.8 is obtained by eq. (2.14). The three
equations (2.5), (2.12) and (2.14) are illustrated in fig. 2.9.

The curvature direction representation of a circ1e is exemplified in fig. 2.10. Nate
that both orientation and direetion values are represen ted with complex numbers
and that the curvature direction vedors coincide with the tangent direetion. It is
customary to assign the curvature value to a vedor, the CUl'vuture veclor, direeted
at the centre of thc circ1e [90]. The curvature direction vectors of cq. (2.14) can, if
one prefers such a representa.tion, eosily be modified by adding 1l'" /2 to the argument
of the vedor. This can be verificd by illspection of fig. 2.10.

The aigOl'ithm aelapts weil to the proposal ending chapter l since the direction
information for the image point (6,~2) is contained in the argnment 'P of j,(~1'~').

However, how could the magnitude Ih(6,~2)J be interpreted?
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Filter Directions in the Fourier Domain
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Figurc 2.9: The three different veder sums for 21< = 8. The upper part illustrates
how the filters are dircctcd in the romier domainI and the lower part illustrates how
the filter outputs are combined to produce an output vedor
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Figure 2.10: Lacal representation on the are of a circ!e: Orientation (middle) and
principal direclion/arc tangent (Icft)
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It is first of all sensitive to the total cnergy of the neighbourhood. Two identi
cal neighbourhoods around fl(~I"~'") and fl(~ib,~,,), with the sole differencc be
ing the Fourier domain energy, will rcmain different in magnitude in the estimates
h(~la,6a) and h(~lb,6b), while the arguments, of course, are identical.

In tum, the energy depends on the lengtll of the veetors in the neighboul'hood
of !1«l,<2) and long veetors there mean very certain estimates. The magnitude
resulting from eq. (2.14) will thus in same sense preserve the certainty information
of the orientation estimates.

Il goes without saying that veclors of high magnitude in the neighbourhood are
not enough to pl'oduce a high magnitude in h«1,6). The neighbourhood must
also be characlerized by curvature in one dircetion, according to the assumption
made in eq. (2.10). This mcans that the magnitude also gives information of how
certain the curvature estimate is. Last but not least, the amount of curvature is also
embedded in the magnitude by the fit between the centre frequency of the filter and
the neighbourhood curvature (21Tva' + b' in cq. (2.10)). (The algorithms presented
in seetions 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 describe the amount of curvature more explicit.)

The magnitude of h«ll ~2) contains, according to the discussion above, three
types of information:

• The certainty of the input data, i e how weil the orientatio~ estimates in thc
neighbourhood are defined.

• The fit to the curvature model, i e how weIl the assumption of one major
curvature direetion describes the neighbourhood.

• The curvature magnitude "" is implicitly reflectcd through the frequency char
aetcristics of the filters used.

Bearing these three items in mind, il does not seem too extensive to call the mag
nitude r of h(~1J ~2) a certainty estimate.

Filter Shape

So far nothing specific has been said about the filters used to produce qi in eC(. (2.14).
A natural requirement is rotat.ion invariance (also sometimes called magnitucle in·
variance). The magnitude of the curvaturc estimate should be independent of the
direction (tangent) of the curve, i c a curvature /'\ should result in an algorithm
output with the magnitude independent of where the curvature takes place. This
criterion can be used to discuss the choice of filters.

It would be advantagcous if the quadrature filters (eq. (2.1)-(2.7)) used in the
oricntation algorithm also could be used in the case of curvature estimation. Their
angular weighting function in the frequency domain is

Hl (J/I) = { cos'A(J/I - J/ld if cos(J/I - J/ld ~ O
<Pir O otherwlse (2.15)

where A is a parameter dctcrmining the angular shape of the filter. Normally four
complex filters, separated with ~ radians, are uscd for scalar orientation estimation.
For complex-valued images, four additional filters are used to cover the other half
plane. These filters fulfil the critcrion of magnitude invariance when used in the
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Figure 2.11: Top: quadrature filter. Dottom: quasi.quadraturc filter

oricntation algorithm. Unfortunately they do not fulfil it for the curvature algorithm.
The etTor is, however, very small ('" 1%). It may very weil be the case that the
invariance error can be disrcgarded when the algorithm is used in all application.
Otherwise another type of angular weight function can be used.

,p - ,pk
W",(,p) = eos" -2- (2.16)

This funclion fulfils the magnitude invariance criterion (The proof is given in ap
pendix 2.A). Fillers with the angular weighting fundion (2.16) sh are many of the
attributes of quadrature filters, e g the Hermitian property, and the name quasi
qlladralure filters seems weIl motivated.

Fig. 2.11 illustrates a quadrature and a quasi·quadrature filter in the Fourier
domain with identieal radial fundion and the parameter A of eq. (2.15) and (2.16)
chosen as 1. Obsen'c that the quasi-quaclrature filter for larger values of A ap
proaches zero in one half~planc of the Fourier domain. This is dcmonstrated in
fig. 2.12 where a quasi-quadrature filter with A = 5 is on display. The spatial re
sponse of a quasi-quadrature filter with A = l is visualized in tig. 2.13. This choice
of A yields an isotropic real part of the filter.

Variations of eq. (2.14) are of comse possible. One suclt is to produce the vedor
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Figure 2.12: A qllasi-quadratllre filter with A ~ 5

d1,

Figure 2.13: Spatial response of a quasi-quadrature filter with A ~ 1. Top: Realpart. BoUom: Imaginary part
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sum with the magniludes of filter output raised to a powcr other t,han 1.

K
f;'«(,,(,) = L q,«(" (,)Be;·,

1.:=1

h. = mag(ff)iJeiargJ2B

(2.17)

(2.18)

The property of magnitude invariancc must be tested for cach case. For quasi
qlladrature filters (eq. (2.16)) the fol1owing relation between A, B and J( holds:

f( > AB + I (2.19)

This is proved for B being a positive integer in appendix 2.A. However, B need not
necessarily be chosen as an integer. In fact, the use of quadrature filters becomes
milgnitude invariant for J( = 8 and A = l combined with B = 1/2, 3/2 or 5/2
(appendix 2.B).

A discussion of good choices of A, B, ]< and filter type (quadrature or quasi
quadrature) is given in chapter 2.3.1, where the different schemes are compared to
each other with respect lo discrete implcmentation and noise suppression.

COlnplex Conjugate Filters

For an even Dumber of filters complex conjugate filters will oppase each other in
the vedor summation producing the curvature direction estimate (2.14). This can
be used to decrease the computational complexity of thc algorithm by deriving two
filtcl'ing results tfor the price of one' , This is readily seen by camparison of the
magnitude of the filter outputs qJ: and qj. for two complex conjugate filters. The
filters can be expresscd as

and
11;«(,,(,) +ill;(6,(,) = 11,«(,,(,) - iho«(,,(,)

respedive1y. If the image f, (6, (,) is denoted as

(2.20)

(2.21 )

(2.22)

then the magnitude of the filter outputs can be expressed as (excluding the neigh.
bOllrhood coordinates «(" (,))

and

q, = V(h,. reUr)- ho' imUr)l' + (h,. imUr) + ho' reUr))'

q. = V(h, • reUr) + ho' imUr) l' + (h, • imUr)- ho' reUr)l'

(2.23)

(2.24)

where * denotes convolution Of, when used as superscript , complex conjugate. This
implies that two filter outputs can be obtained by one complex convolution if the
convolution is implel11ented in carlesian complex form.
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Furthermore, if the parameter A (see eq. (2.16) and fig. 2.13) is chosen as 1, the
fllter frequency funetion becomes

H(1<I,1<,) = W,(p) +,Wp(p)COS(q>-q>k),
'----.---'

even part odd part

(2.25)

This implies that all filters will have identical real parts, since H~ is independent
of the filter direetion. It is UlUS sufficient to cOllvolve with one even and K/2 odd
filters, e g to llse four complex filters (8 scalar filters), separated by 7r /2 radians,
only 3 scalar filters are needecL

The CurvaturejOrientation Relation

The tangent and gradient of a curve are always pcrpendicular. This relation,
arg(fl(~h~'))= 2arg(f'(~1,6)) + rr, can be utilized in three different \Vays,

• Consistency Estimate Compute both curvature and orientation, and exam
ine how well thc estimates agree with each other.

• Orientation Context Compute the orientation value (or use the value in the
orientation input image) and use that value to dircct the curvature estimation,
i e from the filters actually used, two filters are interpolated in the tWQ possible
curvature direetions.

• Curvature Context Compute the curvature direction (passibly by orientation
context!) and use that value to interpolate two filters for computation of the
curved/straight measure. This is discussed in section 2.2.2.

The relation between curvature and orientation can thus be used to introduce a
new parameter or to improve the curvature direction estimation as weil as the
curved/straight measure.

The relationship between gradient and tangent gives

(2.26)

(2,27)

argUl) = 2q>

arg(j,) = On

20 + rr
arg (fr)- 1l'

2 +n1l',nE{0,l}

Non-fulfilment of this relationship indicatcs another type of neighbourhood l not
describable as a single curve type. An example of such ncighbourhoods are line ends
(arg(fr) = 2 arg(J,)), The use of relation (2.27) as a consistency estimate is thus a
way to support evidencc for the classification of neighbourhood type.

Another use of eq. (2.27) is as orientation context when the objective is to esti
mate the curvature direction. The orientation tP of a neighbourhood is assumed to
be known (e g byestimation). The orient.ation value constrains the curvature to take
place in one of the two (opposite-directed) direetions 00 or 01 , and it is tllUS suffi
cient to interpolate two new filters in direction 00 and 01 , and compute the diffel'ence
between the outputs of these two filters, instead of computing O= arg(L: qJ,;ei,p/;).

The interpolation procedure has been discussed by Knut.sson et al [63] and de
pends (of course) upon the shape of the filters used. An example of the interpolation
procedlIre is given in appendix 2.C.
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Figure 2.14: A loeal neighbourhood constituted by a straight line/edge has, aceord
ing to the model formulation of the curved/straight algorithm l a Fourier spectrum
with two 'spots l

The discussion above implics that filtering with band-pass filters multiplied with;
Il eos <,o, sin <,o, COS2r.p, ... can be used as an alternative way to implement the
filtering with the quasi-quadrature filter set in eq. (2.14). The alternative with
direct lise of the angular funetions has advantages in convolution compiexity (~ for
the case of eos"). The algorithm contains other parts than convolutions, and the
overall performance does of course depend on the hardware connguration. It can
be advantageous on macllines with little or no convolution support to implement
eq. (2.18) as convolution with the angular functions followed by interpolation of f(

quasi-quadrature filters.
Note that if the parameter A is chosen to be a sufficiently high number (e g 6L

then the achieved filter will be 'almost' zero on the opposite half-plane of the Fourier
domain (fig. 2.12). Such filters can consequently be used for orientation estimation
as weil.

2.2.2 Curved/Straight Ratio

It is clear that the vedor summation in eq. (2.14) is inscnsitive to the feature
lorientation\ since orientation appcars in the F'ourier domain as Idouble spats', i e
the specific orientation energy is distributed on opposite sides of the origin (fig. 2.14).
On the other hand curvature can be scen as a 'one spot l event with most of the
energy on one side of the origin (fig. 2.15). (Consider the extreme case with a
neighbourhood of constant magnitude and the angular variation described by the
one-dimensionality postulate formulated in eq. (2.10) which rcsults in a one-pea~

Fourier transform, locatcd at u = a, v = b.)
The computation of the curvature direction estimate via eq. (2.14) cancels out

the orientation energy and deteets curvaturc cnergy.
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Figure 2.15: A local neighbourhood constituted by a dominant curvat.ure has, ac
cording to the model fonnuiation of the curved/straight algorithm, a Fouricr spec
trum with one 'spot'

The [act that curvature and orientation energy are in a state of opposition can be
used to compute a curvedjstraightness ratio. The orientation algorithm for scalar
images was discussed earlier, where the Hermitian propert)' was utilized, as well as
its generaiization to vedor orientation whieh does not perform any check that both
sides of a line through the origin of the frequency domain have equal strcngth. The
curvature diredion estimation method has also been described, a method which
is built on the fact that curvature is reAected as unequai strength in the Fourier
domain with respect to the origin. Tt is also possible to do the opposite, i e detcct
equal strengtll.

'Straightness '

The complementary neighbourhood-event of curvature is neighbourhoods where the
eurve is a straight line, i e all orientation vedors in the neighbourhood have the
same argument. This 'non-curvature' event can be referred to as straightness and
can be dctected by first subtrading the energy deteeted as 'curvature energy' and
thcn app!ying the vector orientation algorithm on the remaining energy. It follows
from the discussion of relations between comptex conjugate filters at the beginning
of section 2.2.1 that, for a specific complex conjugate filter pair (k, /(/2 + k), the
straight line component can be expressed as

I, = q, +q,,+, - !q, - q,,+,1 (2.28), ,
The straight line energy contribution from the different filter pairs can then be
combined to form an estirnate of straight line oricntation, i e

K

1;'([,1,6) = L 1'([,1>6)ei2., (2.29)
k:::: l
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The curvcd/straight measure can then be computcd 1Tl two ways. The fil'st and
maybe the most natural variant is

( = mag(J,) - mag(J;') (2.30)

The drawback with this approach is that the mag(fn will tend to be much larger
than mag(h). A remcdy is to compute the straightness in another direction than
the dominant using thc gradient/tangent relation discussed in section 2.2.1 in the
following way: inLerpolaLe two filters in the candidate diredions for curvature and
compute the curved/straightncss rneasure for that filter pair.

It is advantageous to add a parameter C in the comparison of the two vector
sums and normalizc the range of ( to ±l. This gives a new version of eq. (2.30).

( = Cmag(J,) - mag(J;')
Cmag(J,) + mag(J;')

(2.31)

rvforeover, it is similarily advantageous if the scalar measure ( can be I'epresented
as a vector, where information is contained in vector arguments and certainty esti
mates are used as vector magnitudcs, thus making it possible to use all algorithms
on all algorithm results.

J;"(~h6) = (mag(J,) + mag(.f;')) exp(j((· ~ + ~)) (2.32)

This constitutes a clll'ved/straight phasc image with argument values in the range
[O ... 11"]. The cUl'ved/straigilt measurc can now be denoted tratio ' , since the differ
ence is now contained in the exponent.

This algorithm shoulcl be impicmented with quasi-quadrature filters with A ~ 2
(see the praof given in appendix 2.A).

The curved/straight measure is one way of estimating "", although it is not easy
to map the estimate to an exact value. Later in this chapter it is described how the
estimation of '" can be done in away which can be mapped marc easily.

2.2.3 Curvature Magnitude

Thc curvatlll'e Ii. corresponds Lo the distance between thc origin an thc centrc of
gravity in the local romier spectrtlm of the oricntatioll image. This distance can
be estimated by modification of algoritlllTIs estimating the local frequency. A Iocal
frequency estimatian method was described by Knutsson in [64]. The frequency
estimate is obtained by a combination of the magnitudes from two or more filter sets
with ccrtain relations in the filter parameters. The one-dimcnsionality assumption in
this casc corrcsponds to the presence of one single frequency in the neighbourhood,
and thc magnitude, as before, plays the role of certainty estimatc, i e indicates
how dominant the estimated frequency is. Other algorithms on thc same theme
are for instance presented in Näppä and Granlund [76] and Haglund et al [44].
Implementation details and overall design diffcr considerably but there is a common
schcme shared by the algorithms:

1. Filter the input data with a number of different filter sets, where each set has
a diffcrent centre frcqucncy, c g 10w, medium and high for three fdter sets.
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2. Combine the filter outputs from each filter set to form an estimate of the
frequency domain cnergy for the centre frequency and bandwidth of the filter
set.

3. Combine the energy estimates from the different filter sets to form an estimate
of the frequcncy.

The same scheme can wjth some changes be used to estimate the amount of
curvature tt.. Recall from the carlier discussion regarding the information content
in the magnitude of the vedor obtained by eq. (2.14) that the magnitude of the
curvature direction vector fl depends llpon three different things: the certainty of
the orientation data; the fit to the curvature model; and the relationship between
the curvature magnitude I\, and the frequency characteristics of the filters used. The
two first items depend solely on the neighbourhood. Only the last item on the list
is subject to change if different filter sets are used in the same neighbourhood. This
implies that the following procedure can be used for estimation of f\, where differences
to the original frequency estimation schcme are emphasized with italics:

1. Filter the orienlation data with a number of quasi-quadrature filter sets, where
each set has a different centre frequency.

2. Combine the filter outputs from each filter set 7lsing eq. (2.14) to form an
estimate of the curvature for this particular centre frequency and bandwidth.

3. Combine the magnitudes of the cu'rvature direction estimates from the different
filter sets to form an estimate of the magnitude of the curvature tt..

The certainty estimate can be futther constrained. The original local frequency
algorithm is applied to the grey level image and does not discern different kinds of
events

j
e g 'orientation I, 'curvaturc' or other types of neighbourhoods. The curvature

'frequency' algorithm is applied to the orientation vector image, and a certainty es
timate originating from the curvature direction estimatian can be inc1uded , together
with the frequcncy estirnation certainty, to form a total certainty of the estimate.

How should the curvature clirectioll certainty estimate be computed? The mag
nitude of the vedor obtained by eq. (2.14) is one version of such an estimate but
is already used in the compuLation of the value of tt.. Il is desirable to achieve a
ccrtainty value which ooes not dcpcnd upon the curvature magnitude K.,

One formulatian of cerLainty is the quotient between energy according to the
model versus total energy. This can be exprcssed as

V
7'= -

1\1
(2.33)

where V is the magnitude of the vector produced by vector addition j such as (2,5) or
(2.14), and j\1 is the scalar sum of the filter magnitudes. Special care must be taken
when j\1 approaches zero. The easiest way is to add a small term in the denaminator
to avoid division by zero.

The different certainty estimates from the curvature direction estimatians and
from the frequency estimation should be combined inlo one single certainty value.
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This faces us with the problem of combining evidence. Not only is there the problem
of combining two unrclated certainty estimates, but also the difficulty of combining
the curvature statements from two or more different sets of filters.

Each filter set k produces a certainty estimate rk with components Vk and l\th'l

all according to the formulation in eq. (2.33). The frcquency algorithm builds on
the fact that the filter sets used have a certain overlap in frequency coverage. This
means that the different 1'k are not independent. The following scheme is proposed ,
where account aIso is taken of the arguments of the vedor sums.

(2.34)

The final certainty measure is then achieved by multiplication of the two (unrelated)
certainty estimates obtained by eq. (2.34) and the frequency algorithm.

The performance of the curvature magnitude algorithm is illustra ted later in this
thesis. The certainty rneasurc is but one of the components in the algorithm, and
no examples which isolate and evaluate the performance of the ccrtainty estimation
are given here, but the good qualities of the certainty estimate are exemplified on
synthetic data in [91.

2.3 Results

The curvature algorithms described in chapter 2.2 have been exhaustively tested.
This section gives examples and summarizes the results. Examples are given of
processing on both synthetic and real images. The former ones give the necessar)'
contral of the input environment to indicate the performance limits of the algorithms,
and the lat ter one demonstl'ates that natural scenes by all means can be handled
with respect to curvature.

Visualizatian of complex-valued images can be made in a number of ways, as
illustrated in fig. 2.16. A combination of colour for representation of the argument
informat.ion and brightness for the magnitude gives natural and intuitive image
interpretation. ~Iragnitude and argument can be viewed separately when colouI' is
not available, although this is not equally easy to comprehend. The third alternative
is , as in fig. 1.3 , to aetually draw the vector field.

2.3.1 Synthetic Vector Images

Synthetic vector images provide valuable ground proor and enable an isolated study
of the curvature aigorithms performance without taking the orientation algorithm
inta account. An extensive examination of the sensitivity of the curvature direction
algorithm has been carried out and the rcsults are sllmmarized here. The perfor
mance of the other algorithms has al50 been verified. A detailed documentation of
the extensive noise analysis with results and discussions of the conc1usions made can
be found in chapter 3.

The choice of B The summation exponent B in eq. (2.18) is best chosen as
1. This choice ensures that the magnitudc (::::::: certainty) decreases when the noise
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blue

Figure 2.16: Colour can be used to visualize a complex-valued pixel (left). "Vhen
calaur is not at hand one can display the magnitude (middle) and the argument
(rigbt) separately

increases. The accuracy of the direction estimate is, however , improved with B = 2,
and the best performance is _achieved with a mixed algorithm where the magnitude
is cornputed with B = l and the argument is dctermined with B = 2.

The choice of angular function: Quacirature or quasi-quadrature filters
Narrow quasi-quadrature filters (e g C0512~) resemble quadrature filters to a
wide extcnt. Quacirature filters have a small disadvantage in the lack of magnitucie
invariance of direction for B = 1, and B :F 1 gives cleal' disadvantages with respect
to magnitude. Thus quasi-quadrature filters seem somewhat better suited for the
purpose of curvature estimatioll.

How to ehoase J(, the number of filters The performance is improved for
an increase in the number of filters used, although the slope of the performance
curve decreases quiekly. The ehoiee is of course a balancc between aeeuraey and
eomputational compiexity, but the shape of the curve indicates that the choiee will
never be far from the minimum mtrnber of filters, three filters in the case of eos2 ,

four in the ease of eos"" etc.

How to choose A, the angular shape of the filter Changes in the parameter
A of eq. (2.16) have larger effect in the performance than changes in J(, the Illlmber
of filters used. Narrow filters, i e high ehoices of A, at first secm to perform best.
On the other hand does a high value on A imply more filters, and thus inereases
eomputational complexity. However, the situation ehanges dramatieally when vedor
averaging is added as post proeessing. A small average filter decreases thc differenee
between broad and narrow filters, and a large average filter gives an advantage to
broad filters! The ehoice of A ShOllld be directed by the choice of the vector average
filter, a choice which depends on the spatial resolution restriction for the specific
image processing task. This is discllssed more in detail in chapter 3.

Use of orientation context The use of orientation context (eq. (2.27» to restrict
the curvature to take place in the directions indicated by the orientation estimate
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Figure 2.17: Ten different sizes of circ1es tagether with white noise

increases the accuracy.

2.3.2 Synthetic Grey Level Images

An image containing a sine wave pattern is with respect to curvature an adequate
test, since the curve contains points with curvature values in a range from zero to
high magnitude. Such an image is displayed in the upper part of fig. A.I in appendix
A, where the intensity of the sine pattern decreases to the right. \Vhite noise has
been added to the image to make the curvature estimation more difficult.

The middle part of ng. A.l shows in a thresholded fashion the output from the
curvature direetion algorithm. The lower part displays the curved/straight ratio
with green (0°) representing linear structures and blue (1f/2) representing equal
shares of curvature and linearity. The magnitude represents the certainty measure.

Another natural test pattern for curvature algoritllll1s are images containing
circles of different radii, since

l
~ = - (2.35)

r

where r denotes the radius of the circle. Fig. 2.17 is constituted by tcn different
circ1cs with a. spacc of half an oetave between the different radii. The same procedure
as in tig. A.l has been used to make the diserimination betwccn different amounts
of curvature more difficult. That is, the pattern intcnsity decreases to the right, and
white noise has been added. This image is used for the comparison betwecn one of
the algorithms presented here, thc curvcd/straight ratio, and the straight-forward
differential geometry approach.
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Figure 2.18: Discrimination of the different circ!es with lise of the straight forward
differential geometry algorit.hm

The straight.forward algorit.hm \Vorks in our implementation quite weil on noisc
frce images. The first and second derivatives of cq. (1.2) are estimated by filters (see
appendix 2.D for the details on filter design) and a (small) constant has been added
to the denominator in the implementation to avoid problems when the gradient
approaches zero.

The lack of cCl'tainty mecllanism makes, howcvcr, the algOl'ithm fail on more com
plex images as indicatcd in the result in fig. 2.18. The hierarchical feature pyramid
with a sequence of oricntat.ion estimation, vector averaging and the curvedJstraight
ratio gives a hetter result as indicated in fig. 1\.2 and A.3.

The accuracy of the curvature magnitude algorithm is demonstrated in fig. 2.19
where the argument (the value) is plotted on the y.axis for the ten circ!es in fig. 2.17,
ordered on the x-axis. This experiment was carricd out on an image without noise.

2.3.3 Natural Images

The final example is the well-known tLellna' image from the image data base of the
USC Image Processing Institute (fig. 2.20).

The first step is to attain an oricntation description, displayed in tig. AA. The
orientation image is then rescalcd down to 2562 • Applying the curvature direetion
algorithm on that image yields the rcsult in fig. A.5 . Note how weIl the irises of
the eyes are dctccted. Other high curvature spots are for instance locks of the hair
and abrupt orientation changes in linear struclurcs in the background.

The result from using the differential geometry algorithm on a 2562 tLenna' is
presented in fig. 2.21. In this case, the hair is detected as the area of most curvature.
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Figure 2.19: A plot of the curvature magnitude output for the image with tcn circles
(but without noise!). Nate the linear region bctwcen the third and seventh circle.
The dotted line indicates the correct. value of "
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Figure 2.21: The output from the lstandard' differential gcometry algorithm
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The eyes arc outlined but the irises are not detecled.
Fig. A.6 is an example of the output from the curvature magnitude algorithm.

Here same extra steps have been taken. The arguments of the rescaled orientation
image have beell doubled to make a bettcr [tt betwecn the image curvature and
the frequency characteristies of the filtcrs. (cq. (2.11) and fig. 2.7) The output has
bcen vecLor averaged with a 7 x 7 filter to give areas uniform values. Yellow colour
corresponds to low curvaturc, grccn to middle, blue to high and red indicates a
mixture bctwecn low and high curvature.

Fig. A.7 examplifies the curvcdjslraight ratio. Once again the arguments in the
orientation image are doubled. Linear structures are marked with grecll, mixtures
with bluc and ClHvature is coloured with red.

2.4 Conc1usions

Reliable curvaturc cstimation requires non-thresholcling methods, and existing algo
rithms in general have lackcd that essentiaI and progressive feature. The algoritillTIs
presented in this chapter use a hierarchical strategy, where the curvature is esti
mated on a gradient-equivalent image derived from the grey lcvcl information. Both
steps are performed without thresholding and the base operation is convolution.

Emphasis has been placed on frequency domain features, and a model of how
curvature is reflecled in the fourier domain has been proposcd. A great deal of
details conccrning imp!ementation have been given to facilitate for these methods
to be implement.ed and used clsewherc. A very appealing fact is that the coneept
of curvature, and the dcseription thereof, in the int.erpretation given here becomes
very sim ilar to the earlier applied methods for orientation description.

Appendices

2.A Magnitude Invariance of Quasi-Quadrature
Filters

This proof is adapted from a sim ilar proof for quadrature filters in Knutsson [64]. Assullle
that the complex-\'alued neighbo\lfhood has a loeal Fourier transforlll constituted by Olle
impulse loca ted outside the origin, where the coordinate vedor of this illlpulsc has the
argument 'Po.'

Apply J( quasi-quadrature filters (eq. (2.16)) to the neighbourhood. The magnitude of
the filter output of filter k is given by

r ,. 2A 'Po. - 'l!jf-
~\k:::..t'(o.cos 2 (2.36)

where Xo. is the impulse response of the radial weight fUllctioll of the quasi-quadrature
filter,

The sum of J( vectors wiLh magnittlde given by eq. (2.36) and the angle of the k-th
vector being i\J . '1#. Where 1\1 ::: 0,1,2, ... can be \\'ritten



J..."-I K-l
" .M2~k , ".M2Kk 'A "'. 1rk
L-exp(I--.-)'~'= L-eXp(I~)'X,COS (--v)
k=O A k=O 1\ 2 1\

and hcnce

Kl
- - ,M2rr k [ 'Po ktr i.pa br] 'A
Z. =X.T'A Lexp(i~)cxp(i(-- I())+exp(-i(--v))

k=O .1\ 21' 21\

The term in brackets can be writtcn as

~ ( 2;1) (' ("'. h)) ('( )("'. h))LJ exp In - - ---:- . exp -I 2A - n - - ~ .
n=Qn 21\ 21\

(2.37)

(2.38)

(2.39)

Rewriting the bracket term, rcarranging the summing order and moving the hr/ !\" terms
togethcr yields

'A ( 2A ) K-l k21ri. = X.T'A L exp(i",.(n - A))· L cxp(i-,(M + il - n))
n=O n k=O A

, ,

=K wh~n n=/.1 +A

thcn if Al <:; A

X•. 2-'A . [( M
2
: A ) exp(iM",.). K +

~ ( 2A) . (' ( A)) 1- exp(i2~(M+ A - nll]LJ exp ll.pa n _. -211'
n=O;n#I+A n ,1 - eX"(llf(M + A - n)) .

=0 if K is not Il. factor of (M+A-n)

then for J( > Al + A we have

i. = X•. K.2-'A ( A/:A).exp(iM",.)

jf M = l (eq. (2.14)) then

(2.<10)

(2.41)

(2.42)

"'.v }( 2-'2A ('lA)!
.-'\0" . (A+l)!.(A-t)!

(2.43)

if M = O(scalar summation) then

K -1 -'A (2A)!
Z.o = Ex. = X•. K . 2 (A!)' (2.44 )

The A in this praor corrcsponds to AB in eq. (2.19). Nate that there are two relationships
that should be fulfilled.

{
Al < A
K > Al+;1 (2.45)

This implies that thc Icurvedfstraight' aigorithm dcscribed in chapter 2.2.2 should use
quasi-quadrature filters with A ~ 2 since this algorithm uses both curvature direction and
vector orientation (M = 2).
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2.B Using Quadrature Filters in Equation (2.18)

IL was carlier stated Lhat eq. (2.18) is magnjtude invariant for quarlrature filters and K = 8,
A = 1 and fl = 1/2,3/2 or 5/2.

Only four of cight filters will give any contribution if the Fouricr domajn consists of a
single line with orientation cp curling in the origin. LeL without loss of generality lfJ E [O, ~l
and <Pk = O. The veetor SUln for fl = t becomes

! ,..L 1+i 7r. 7i l-i 7tr
f,' .xJlCOSI'+.j2 cos(1' + 4")+ /Cos(l'+ 2)+ v'2 cos(l'+ 4)1 =

t b[ 1 cosr.p+sinr.p O 1 cos<p-sinrp
" cos I' + .j2 v'2 + +.j2 v'2 +

.[ l COSI{) +sinr.p. -1 cosI{) - sinl.f'JI
I O+ .j2 v'2 + Sin I' + v'2 v'2 =

,
2X! [COS'l' + i sin lOJ (2.46)

The corrcsponding equation for B = ~ is

Il = X![COS3'1'+ 1;;/cos3('I'+:':)+icos3(1'+:':)+ 1~/cos3('I'+ 7<»)=
y2 ,1 2 y2 4

X~[ 3 (eos'l'+sinl')' O (cosl'-sin'l')'
a eos r.p+ 4 + + 4 +

·[0 (COS'l'+sin'l')' ·3 (COS'l'-sin'l')'jJ
1+ 4 +SIIlt.p- 4 =

Xl[cos 3 c.p + ~ cos3 <p + ~ eos c.p sin2 If' +i[~ C05
2 rpsin <p + ~ sin 3 r.p +Si1l

3 <p]J =

3 v l[ .. I (247)2AaCOSr.p+1Slll<p .

And for B = ~

(2.48)

,
Ii

2.C

,:1 1 + i 11. S tr l - i 5 77r
.x.i[cos' I' + .j2 cos'(1' + 4") + /Cos (I' + 2) + .j2 eos (I' + 4)1 =

vII' (COS'l' + sin 1')' O (COS'l'-sinl')'
A. cos I' + 8 + + 8 +

.[ (COS'l' + sin 1')' ., (eos'l'-sinl')'JJ
I 0+ 8 +sIn <p - 8 =

= XJ{eoss'P+ l cosScp + ~cos3'Psin2'P+ ~cosIPSin4'P+

.[ . 5 l. 5 5. 3 2 5. 4)1
l 5111 'P + 4" sm cp + 2" Sill l.peOS I.p + 4" sm cp eos cp =

5 yl[ .. J4".' a eos cp + Ismcp

The Filter Interpolation Procedure

Assume for instance that the quasi-quadraturc filters are defined with J( = 8 and A = 2.
One wants to interpolatc the filters:

H() '. 'I' - 8.cp =cos --
2
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Since
l

cos-lv= ä(3+4cos2v+COS4v)

H(<p) can be rewritten to

ll( <p) = ~(3 + 4[eos<p eos On +sin <p sin 011 ] +eos 2<pcos 20n + sin 2<p sin 20n)

(2.50)

(2.51 )

This requires the computation (i e filtering) of the following amounts; 1, eos <p, sin <p, eos 2<p
and sin 2<;>. One can either use filters with such angular fundions or use the cxisting quasi·
quadrature filter set. With 4>k = (k~I)ll", k E {l, 2, ... ,B}

1
(2.52)H,(<p) ~ 8(3 + 4eos <p + cos2<p)

JI,(<p) ~(3+ ~(cos<P+sin<P)+sin2<P) (2.53)
8 2

Jl3 (<p)
1 .

(2.54)8(3 + 4 sm <p - eos2<p)

H,(<p)
l 4

(2.55)~ -(3 + j2(sin<p - eos <p) - sin2<p)
8 2

H,(<p)
1

(2.56)8(3 - 4eos <p + eo, 2<p)

H.(<p) ~(3+ ~(-cos<P-sin<p)+sin2<P) (2.57)
8 2

H,(<p) ~(3 - 4sin<p- eos2<p) (2.58)
8

H,(<p) ~ ~(3+ ~(cos<P-Sin<P)-sin2<P) (2.59)
8 2

The filters can be combined in the following wa)' to express the wanted quantities:

"L Hk ~ 3 (2.60)

Il, - Il, ~ eos tp (2.61)

1l3 -H, ~ sin tp (2.62)

H, - H3 + Il, - H7
l

(2.63)2" eos 2<;>

Il, - H, + Il. - Il, 1 . 2 (2.64 )2" Sill <;>

2.D Design of Filters for the 'Standard' Algo
rithm (eq. (1.2))

The filters are designed in the Fourier domain with use of three building blocks:

X(u" u,) ~ Ut (2.65)

Y(UllU2) u, (2.66)

G(u" u,) (-OA9p' ) (2.67)~ exp --2-

where p = J1ti +11~ expressed in pixel units.
The diffcrention filters arc achicvecl by an invcrsc DFT eomputcd over a 16 x 16 neigh4

bourhood and disposal of the ollter row and eolumn, keeping 15 x 15 points.
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ay
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a'j
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a'j
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(2.68)

(2.69)

(2.70)

(2.71)

(2.72)

where· denotes pointwise Olllltipiication.
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Chapter 3

A Filtering Strategy for
Orientation and Curvature
Description

This chapter disCllsses the hierarchical combinaLion of the oricntation and curvature
estimation aigorithms and how lo get. thc 'optimal' performance from t.he algorithms,
C g what type of and how many filters lo lise, shoulcl subsampling be used prior to the
curvature estimation etc. Same of these issucs were summarized for the curvaturc
algorithm in chapter 2.3.1, where thc 2D curvature algol'ithms were presentcd.

The algorithms presented in chapter 2 measure diITerent features by convolving
the image with different filter functions. Por such algorithms there is a qucstion
of priori tics bctwecn specificity and computational cost. This chapter shows thai
thc lise of vector averaging as a post-processing pl'ocedure eliminates the need to
have many specialized filters. In ract, the performancc of few broad band filters
followed by a small averaging filter is better titan thc usc of many narrow band
filters! This mcthodology is applicable for both the orientation and the curvature
ciirection estimatioll.

3.1 Background

Thc word 'optimal' was used in the description abovc. Numerous image processing
algorithms for feature cxtraction ha\'c bcen c1eveloped and many of thcm cxtract
thc samc typc of features, e g edges. It is, howcvcr, not always cleal' which type
of method is preferable. This is not onlyacase of a trade-off between specificity
and computational cost. It is also a question of how to measul'e the performance
between the different algorithms.

Different types of cOlnparison have been made, e g Pratt (83, ch. 17.51, and
Danielsson and Seger {31j, both dealing with edge operators. The rcsult of a compar
ison depends upon how the examination is elone with faelors such as the assumptions
made, test images, pcrformance measures etc.

This charter c\'aiuates thc extraction of orientation and curvature featurcs with
respect to spatial resolution and noise suppression. Thc algorithms are applied with
different numbers of filters, different filter functions and different normalization on
synthetic images. The effect of a\'eraging as post-processing is also examined.
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3.2 Normaiization

Different ways of cOlllputing the CUTvaturc dircction estimate wcre presented in chap
ter 2. Onc marc type of normalizalioll, also applicable to the orientation estimation
(Knutsson (66]), is now illtroduccd.

Recall from the praor in chapter 2.A that the veclor sum producing the curvature
direclion eslimale (eq. (2.43)) and the scalar sum of lhe filter magniludes (eq. (2.44))
have different magnitudes. Thc following re!ationship holcls for ncighbourhoods
fulfilIing thc cUf\"alure model.

II ~q.exr(i9.)1I
~q.

A!
= '(A;-+;-Icu)!e:...(;-;A:---;I")! (3.1 )

where A is the parameter in eq. (2.16). This equation holels truc for orientation
eslimalion and quadralure fillers (eq. (2.15)) as weil.

This makes il possible to check how consistent the neighbourhood is with respect
to the model. The magllitudc of thc estimate should be reduccd whenever the
relation in eq. (3.1) does not hold. This is especially important in neighbourhoods
where the eurvature direetion estimate (eq. (2.14» produees veetors with magnitudes
larger than predicted by eq. (3.1). An example would be a neighbourhood in whieh
two events interfere in sueh a way to influenee the filter outputs.

One way of reducing the magnitucle is by introducing a funetion similar to the ecl'
t.ainty normalization introduced in eq. (2.33), i e a quotient between energy accorcling
to the model versus total energy. The energy according to the model is computed
as the length of the vedor produced by thc vedor summation in eq. (2.14).

(3.2)

The lolal encl'gy is estimatcd by taking the scalar sum of the filter outputs and
reseale il wilh eq. (3.1).

A!
kf - '\'q.

- (A + l)!. (A - l)! L... .
(3.3)

Finally, combinc the two magnitudcs and introduee the combination as a consistency
measure into cq. (2.14).

211M .
II' +M' L q. exr("".) (3.4)

This eonsisteney funetion is ploUed in fig. 3.1 with VI L qk on the horisontal axis.
The angular banclwiclth is in this case Il = 1. The same consistency measure strategy
can, as stated aboye, also be used in the orientation estimation. The improvement
obtained with this modification is discussed in chapter 3.4 (c g fig. 3.6).

3.3 Performance Measures

Thc representation of the loeal orientation and the loeal eurvaturc both consist of' a
magnitude, describing the ccrtainty of the estimated value, and an argument, rcp
resenting the valuc. Thc magnitude and the argument are for that reason examined
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Figure 3.1: Consistcncy normalization by eq, (3.4)

both separately and togcthcr. The evaiuation is done on synthetic images where
thc cstimatcd values are comparcd to the theoretica! values with a Dumber of per
formancc mcassures. Definitions of the measures and some of the test images can
be round in appendix 3.A. The performance measures can be described in \Vords as
follows:

Magnitude lnvariance Although the algorithm mayensure magnitude invariance
(introducecl in the discussion resulting in eq. (2.19)), the implementation with
quantization enars etc. may be cumbcrsome.

A verage Magnittlde Il should dccrcasc when the noise increases. Il is on the
other hand a good quaiity to kccp the magnitude to a certain extent, since it
reOeets the amount of information extractcd by the algorithm.

Bias No specific value should be preferred to another.

Angular Error Thc diffcrcncc between actual and estimated value. No regard is
taken to the magnitudc, i c thc ccrtainty of the estimate.

Weighted Angular Enor Does also take the magnitude inta account.

3.4 Results

The performa.nce measures were computed on the results achieved by processing
test images with different amounts of additive gaussian noise. The test paltern for
orientation estimatian is shown in fig. 3.2. A sim ilar complcx-valued pattcl'll was
used for the Cllrvature direction algorithm (see appendix 3.A). Two of the measures,
l\'fagnitude fnval'iance and B1'as, \Vere of no use since all the candidate filter functions
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Figure 3.2: The oricntation test pattern
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Figure 3.3: The effeet of an increascd numbcr of filters. Note the scrding on the
y-axisl
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Figure 3.4: A dctail of the spatial resolution test pattern

fulfilled these criteria. The results of the computation of the three other pcrformance
measures lead to the following conclusions.

The performance is improved for an increase in the nllmber of filters uscd, K,
although the slope of the performance curve decreases quickly as indieated in fig. 3.3.
The ehoiee is of course a balanee beb\'een aeeuraey and computaLional complexity,
but the shape of the curve indicates that the choice will never be far from the
minimum 1ll1mber of filters.

Changcs of the angular bandwidth, Al have largcr cffect in the pcrformance than
changes in f(. Narrow filters, i e high choices of A, at first seem to perform best.
On the other hand does a high value on A imply more filters, i e increasc thc
computational complexitYl since the relation (see chapter 2.A)

J(>A+l (3.5)

must be fuifilled to ensure lllagnitude invariance.
The addition of vector övcraging as post proccssing inc!uces some changes. The

conc1usion made for J( is still valid but the situation for il is changed. A small
avcrage filter decreases the difference bclween broad and narrow filters l and a large
average filter gives an advantage to broad filters! A possible explanation to this
behaviour is that a narraw banded filter will l since it is concentrated in the fomier
domaiu, be wide in thc spatial domain and LIllIs havc a sort of 'built-in 8veraging'.

The vedor avcraging means a loss of spatial resolution, but that docs not matter
on pattcrns like the one in fig. 3.2. Another type of test image is used to examine
how the maXimtllll amount of detail is extractcd. Fig. 3.4 shows 8 det.aii of the
test pattern used to evaiuatc the orientation algorithm. A similar complcx-valucd
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6) without and arter

patlern was used for the CUfvature diredion algorithm. The patlcrns are both par
titioned inta squares, so that all types of abrupt ol'ientation (or curvature) changes
lake place in the image. Fig. 3.5 shows the result; a broad band flltcr followed by a
small vector average filter is hetter than a narrow band filter.

The nOfmalization inlroduccd in chapter 3.2 decl'eases thc magnitude in noisy
neighbourhoods and consequently givcs bctter performancco The weighted angular
error decreascs with up to 10%. This is indicated in tig. 3.6, where the averagc
magnitude and the weighted angular enor are plotted before and after normalizaLion.

3.5 Summary

The performance of the orientation aigorithm and the curvature dircction algorithm
has been examined. The ralher unexpected conc1usion is that a few filters fol1owed by
averaging with a small filler gives the best pcrformance. This have nice implications
on the complltational complcxity. The parameter A should be chosen to 1 in the
filter design (eq. (2.15) and eq. (2.16)) and the normalization pl'ocedUl'e descriped
in chapt.er 3.2 should be used. The choice of vector average filLer depends on the
spatial resolution restricLion for the speciHc image processing task.

The flItering strategy is summarizcd in fig 3.7. Four complex filters each for the
orientalion estimation and the curvature directioll estimation give easy implemen
talions with relatively low computationai complcxily. The grey cllipse symboli:lcs
resampling and/ol' Illlllliplication of the argument of the orientation estimates.
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Figure 3.7: The fiitering strateg)'. The grej' ellipse rcpresents optional rcsampiing
of the image amI/or rcscaiing of the vector arguments.
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Appendices

3.A Test Patterns and Error Measures

The curvature direction test pattenl corresponding to fig. 3.2 Let r be the
normalizcd distancc from the centre of the image such that r E [O} J2]. The test patlern
pejl{) is then defined as

and

o
cos2(16rrr - 'Iii»
l
sin'(4,,(r - l)
O

(3.G)

(U)() 112"( _" . _ll,)
epr~--27-21

In 2

The exprcssions (3.6) and (3.7) are suitable for the generation of a 512 x 512 test pattcrn.
The eorrect result on tIus test. paUern is an image with vectars direCled as (~ + ;(~ for
spatial coordinates e with the origin (O, O) in the centre of the image.

The following exprcssions \VeTe llsed to get images with comparable signal to noisc
Tatia. The signal eneTgy was held constant, while the noise was incrcascd in the different
images. Obscn'c that the magnitude in thc image can take values in the range [0,1]. The
t.est pattern and the noise are denotccl Il and v respectivc1y.

dB=
90.5

(3.8)3'15 Jl

255 90.5 I)
(3.9)dH20 345 ( 2551' + löv

255 90.5 l
(3.10)dil lO 345 ( 255 l' + JTIiv)

255 90.5
(3.11 )dBo 345( 255 Id v)

The curvature direction test pattenl corresponding to fig. 3.4 The test
pattcrn is composed by three different images: two curvat.ure direction test. pattcrns and
one image controlling the choice of pattern. The controi image is a (T,tP) chcss-pattern
defincd by

{
l if cos(3G· argt/;: + i/;;)). sin(3G .In(r)) > O
O othenvise

The 1wo test patterns are defincd as

exp(i·128;rr)

and

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

where the spat.ial coordinate~; is normalized such as ~~ E (-1,1]. The correct result for
these test patterns are vectors directed as ~~ + i~~ for lhe nrst pattern and a constant
veClOr directed as 1+ Oi for the secolld pattern. The performance I11casurcs are compuled
for points in the image where the polar spatial coordinate r fulnl r E [0.1,1[.

Nate 1hat t.his type of image has all types of abrupt oricnlationjdirection changes.
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PerfOl"ll1anCe measures Tbc enar measurcs have been chosen in away which cnsUI'cs
tita t if f;e/ = /2'1 (referencc and cstimated \"alue respectivcly) for all points (6,6) where

f;e/ f: O, thcn both measures will result in tlte same value.
The weighted allgular eeror is computed as

(3.15)

where d(6.6L the differcncc veelor, is

The angular crror is computed in a similar wa)'.

2 arcsin
L: sin'(.'g(d(~I'6))/2)II;,jl

L:I/;,jl
(3.17)

The two angular measures ha\"c a behaviour sim ilar to the standard deviat.ion and can.
since the)' are equal if the cstimated certainty equals the rcfcrence cerlaint)'t be compared
to each other.
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Chapter 4

Application Examples: Texture
Analysis and Image Enhancement

The two prcvious chaptcrs have inlroduccd a hicrarchical curvaturc cstimation
mcthod and discussed the hottorn-up processing witliin the hierarchical strucLure.
The curvature is by iLself tlsernl as a feature for many computer vision and image
proccssing tasks and tliis chapter presents same examples of applications where the
curvature feature hilS been incorporatcd into cxisting aigorithms, namcly tcxturc
<l.naiysis (Knutsson and Gr<llllllnd [61]) and image cnhanccmcnt (Knutsson, \Vilson
and Cranlulld [63]). This cxcmplifics thc top-down (feedback) proccssing within thc
hierarchical slruclure.

4.1 Texture Analysis

Thc algorithm described in [61] consists of the fol1owing steps:

1. Estimate loeal oricnt.at.ion and loeal frequcney. This gives a pixcl-Inscd de
seript.ion.

2. Transform tbe pixel-based deseription into a deseription 111 Lerms of texture
elements (texels).

3. Use tbe texel-based description as input to a c1assil1eaLion algorithm, e g
lVlaximum- Likelihood.

The method is able to diseriminate textUl'es which differ in directionality (orienta
tion) and coarseness (frequency). Fig. 4.1 conlains six different synt.hetic textures.
Textures A and F are disel'iminatcd from the othcr textures by a different frcqucney
content, while textil res 13 and C are discriminated by the orientation feature.

Note that t.he textlIres given in tig. 4.1 are archetypes of the textlll'al features
described by the mcthod. \Vith this method it is possiblc to classify textures lhat
are considerably more difficult to discriminate. See [61] for eXilmplcs of classification
of natural textures.

The texturcs D and E in tig. 4.1 can, however, not be diseriminated solcly on
frcquency and oricnt.at.ion since D and E have idcntical oricntalion and frequcncy
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Figure 4.1: Six different synthetic textm'cs

statistics. These two texturcs are archctypcs of the textures described by the CUl'

vature direction. This textural feature can be said to be of second order (since it
is estimated by a two-step procedure) and bridges same of the gap to high-level
descriptions of textures (e g Julesz and Bergen [56]).

The rcsult of classification of the texturcs with the use of an unsupervised mini
mum distance algorithm (Mantaras and Aquilar·Martin [33]) is displayed in fig. 4.2.
Each grey leve! represents one of the clusters obtained by the ciassification algo
rithm. Orientation, frcqucncy and curvature direetion was used as features in this
classification. The fuzzy borderline is an effed of the second step in the tcxturc
analysis, the transfer from pixel to texcl dcscriptioIl, which was achievcd by vedor
averaging. Thc lise of marc sophisticated techniques such as multi-resolution seg~

mentation (e g \Vilson and Spann [lOl]) may overcome this difficulty. The small
clusters located on the borderline are not displayed in fig. 4.2.

Another example of tcxtm'c discrimination with the curvature direction esti
mate is given in fig. 4.3- II.'t where the difference bctwecn the two textures is more
subtie. The other curvature algorithms can also be used for texture analysis. See
[9, fig. 4.19-4.20] for an example of discrimination of synthetic textures with the
nse of the curvature magnitude measure (chapter 2.2.3) in combination with the
curved/straight measure (chapter 2.2.2).

Finding natural textures where the curvature estimates are of nse is not as easy
as finding textures where the marc basic features orientation and frequcncy playan
important role in thc discrimination. ~rore sophisticated methods for the transfer
from pixel to texel description as well as new c1assification methods may change that.
It is, however, easy to demonstrate thai the relatiollship bctween the orientation
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Figure 4.2: The c1assificaLion of the textures in fig. 4.1

Figure 4.3: Two synthetic textures not casily diseriminated. Hint: the second
textUl'e is found in the centre of the image in il. circuiar region
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Figure 4.4: The classification of fig.4.3 using the curvature direetion estimate. The
truc border betwecn the textures is superimposed

estimate and the curvaturc dircction estimate is useful. Recall eq. (2.27) which
holds true for all neighbourhoods constituted by curves, but not for line ends and
discontinuous orientation changes. This inspires to the following lexture measure

where ({l,{2) denotes the spatial coordinates, fl is the complex-valued orientation
estimate and h is the curvaiure dircetion measure. This measure gives avector
direeted as To for neighbourhoods with continuous orientation changes and should
be camputed prior to the pixel to tcxel description transfer.

Three different natural textures from Rrodatz [28] are used: plast.ic bubbles
(fig. 4.5); straw (fig. 4.6); and Uerringbone weave (fig. 4.7). tBubbles' is a good
example of contilHlOus orientation changes, \vhile tStraw' exemplifies discontinuous
orientation changes. The t\Veave' textures has both kinds, hut at different scales.
The orientation cllanges of the threads are smooth, while the orientation cllanges
of the field s are abrupt. Using eq. (4.1) al nnc and coarse resolution gives different
estimates, one 'micro-tcxture' and one 'macro-tcxlurc' . The texel dcscriptions of
the different textures are visualized as <lllgular histograms in fig. 4.8. Note lhat the
ends of the x-axis wrap around.

4.2 Image Enhancement: Grey Level Images

Image enhancement is an important field of image processing. It consists of a col
lection of techniqucs that scek to illlprove the visual appearance of an image, or to
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Figure 4.5: The 'plastic bubbles' image

Figure 4.6: The straw image
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Figure 4.7: The Herringbone weave image

recover an ideal high quaiity image from a dcgraded version. At present there is
no unifying theory of image enhancement, since it is difficult to define a criterion
characterizing a "good quality" image. The problem is aggrevated duc to the fact
that the quaiity of an image is delcrmincd by the not so weil understood human
visual system.

One of many image enhancement techniques is adapt.ive anisolroIJic (directed)
jilterin9, which c1aims thai the existence and direction of locally one-dimcnsional
struetures are importallt for the visua! appearance of an im.age. One-dimensional
struclures are typical1y lines and edges, and that such structurcs are important cues
is a widely spread opinion. This is the motivation behind the algorithm described
il~ (63). The next scction describes this aigorithm in same dctail bcfore the proposal
of a similar algorithm which also lakes the curvature eslimate inlo account.

4.2.1 The Knutsson, Wilson and Granlund Algorithm

The general idea is to estimate the location, oricntation and the visual significancc
of the edges from the noisy image and to use this as context controi for an adaptive
linear filter. The human eye and visual system are much more sensitive to enors in
spatially broad, flat, low frequenc)' regions ihan at edgcs l thus the adaptive filter
smooths over large regions in low frequency areas and smooths over very small
regions in high frcqucncy areas, e g near edges.

Furthermorc, the effeet of noise in the vicinity of a linear feature depends on
its orientation relati,-e to the feature. Noise in the samc orientation rnayenhancc
dctcctability, and noise in the perpendicular orientation will reduce it. Thus the
filter need to be adapti\-e depending on not only the frequency of the input, but
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Figure 4.8: The angular distribution of the texturc measure defined in cq. (4.1)
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Figure 4.9: The inflnence o[ Q and p on the filter shape ([or filters defincd bl'
eq. (4.5)-(4.6) and cos'('i') as angular variation) The shapes are plotted in the
Fouricr domain.

also on the orientation of the one-dimcnsional structure. The resulting filter will be
an adaptive anisotropic filter. This is possible to achieve by interpolation of linear
filters (e g appendix 2.C).

An algorithm having the features describcd abovc can be implemented according
to the cquations:

f~(t.l' E,,) = LP + odIP

H P = PHP,,;,. + (1 - P) HP;,.

(4.2)

(4.3)

where fM~1l6) is the grey leve} of the actual pixei in the enhanccd image, LP is
the output from a Iowpass filter, H Pi-'c> is the output from an isotropic highpass
filter, H pclTIi!O is the output from a orienled highpass filter (the orientation is given
by a parameter tpo), o: is a weight radar, controlling the influence of high frequency
eomponents in the output and f3 is a weight fador, controlling how much of the high
frequency filter that should be oriented.

Thc parameters o' and f3 will controi the resulting filter sllape. el' will controi the
size of the filter used. The larger valuc (bctween O and l) el' is given, the smaller
(spatially) the filter will be. f3 will controi the amount of lorientedness'. The larger
p (in the interval O to l), the more oriented the filter will be (fig. 4.9). The values
of Q' and /3 are estimaled from the original image. This is done with the orientation
estimation algorithm described in chapter 2.1. An overview of the enhaneement
algorithm is given in fig. 4.10.

Estimation of Context Inforrnation

The oricnlation algorithm extracts the loeation and orientation of lines and edges
eq. (2.5) and thc loeal energ}' (the scalar sum of the quadrature filters , computed
with eq. (2.5) without the [actor exp(i2~,» in the image. These values are combined
locally lo a certainty mcasurc of both the existence and the orientation of the one
dimensional slructures. These quantities (oricntatiol1 1 certainty and encrgy) will
controi the values of 0', f3 and '{Jo.

The certainty measure mentioned abovc is computed with relaxation, i e vedor
averaging. Thc relaxation is necessary to allo\\' larger spatial regions to controi
the certainty of the orienlation estimation. The inspiration to this is found in
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Figure /1.10: Overview of the cnhanccmcnt algorithm

mammalian vision, and the appearancc of the cnhanced images controlled by relaxed
contextually data is prefcrable to using the output from the orientation aigorithm
directly.

\Vhen deciding whether a neighbourhood has an orientation or not, the laeal
energy is not suppased to interfere. By normalii'>ing thc oricnted energy with the
total energy an energy independent certainty, e, is achieved:

(4.4)

where ha is an average filter, * denotes convoiution, fl is the complex-valued orien
tation estimate and Nf! is the loeal energy estimate. The interpolation angle, <po,
is given in double angle representation from the vector average of the orientation
estimation image (arg(ha * ft)). The value of the parameter 0', that controls the
amount of high frequency components, is taken from the 3vcrage of the energy image
(ha *i\ld. The value of /3, 'the oricntcdncss of the filtcr\ is computed as 1-~.

The Filters Used for Enhancement

The algorithm requires a filter set from whieh it is possiblc to

• change the frequency characteristics of the interpolated filter

• interpolate anisatropic filters in arbitrary orientations

This is achicved by four linear filters: one isotropic lowpass , one isotropic high pass,
and two anisotropic high pass filters. The filter funetion in the Fourier domaill for
thc isotropic lowpass filter is

{
cos'(-""-)

F/Ap) = O 1.8

6-1

p S 0.9
p> 0.9

(4.5)



where p denotes the frequency. The radial part of the highpass filters is

{

1- cos'{fi) O:S p < 0.9
Fup{p) = l 0.9 :s p < rr - 0.9

cos2( r.(P-l~:O.91) 1[" - 0.9 ~ p < 1["

(4.6)

The frequency p = ro corresponds lo the maximum image frequency (lhe Nyquist
frequency). The valucs, 0.9 and 1.8, of the constants in cq. (4.5) and (4.6) are choscn
under the demand thal the filters must be possible to realize spatially on a 15 x 15
grid.

The angular parts of thc high pass filters are

(4.7)

Using trigonometric formulas and these filter functions in (4.2) and (4.3) gives

where LP, JJ PiJo , HPcos and H Psin are the outputs from respeclive filters. This
gives anisotropic filters with an angllIar variation of cos2 (<p - <pol.

The behaviour of the inlerpolated filter for different val lies of o and (J is visualized
in fig. 4.11. In this figure the final filtershape is plotted in the frequency domain.

The behaviour of the algorithm can be summarized as:

• Neighbourhoocls with very low energy are lowpasseel.

• Neighbourhoods with high energy will l if the orientation in the neighbourhood
is certain, be enhanced with an anisotropic filter.

• If the orienlation is not specifie but the energy is high in a neighbourhood, typ
ieally around a corner, the algorithm will enhance the image llsing an isotropic
filter.

4.2.2 Curvature Modifications to the AlgOl'ithm

The algorithm described abO\"e has good pcrformance for images with a signal to
noise ratio;::: O dB, and it is used succesfully in applications (e g medical [46J).
This fact illustrates that the risc of introducing artifacts is very small. The risc
does, however, exist and the curvature estimate can be uscd to dccrease this risc.
Other modifications are also possible. A multi-resolution extension of the original
algorithm is given in Clippingdale and \-Vilson [29].

The algorithIll has a. mllnbcr of parameters to tune the performance, e g illCl'case
the tendency to lise anisotropic filtering. Artifacls may appeal' if one exaggerates the
anisotropie part for ncighbourhoods with relatively uncertain oricntation estimates,
cspccially if the proccdurc is iterated. Gaps in lines can for instance be bridgcd
(which, depending on the application, can be both a bug and a feature) and curvcs
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Figure 4.11: The filter shape for different values of fr and {3 in the Fourier domain
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with sharp bends may be straightened out to lines. The values of the tuning para
meters diffcr from application to applieation but are stable within an applieation.
The initial selection of the parameter valucs is a carcful process, where the ohjective
is to rceovcr as much as possible of thc image structurc without introducing artifacts.

Thc introdudion of the curvaturc information dcereases the risc of lover-enhancc
ment!. The previous dcseribed algorithm uses threc different neighbourhood modeis.
A fourth mode! will now be addcdj the curved line model. An illustration of the
Ioeal Fourier spectra of a neighbourhood constituted hy a curve is gi\'en in fig. 2.7.
The enhancement algorithm should be able to adapt the filter shape to this butterfly
shape.

The following formulation of the new grey-Ievel image enhaneement algOl'itllln
keep, the aigorithmic ,trueture of fig. 4.10 intaet: Supplement eq. (4.2)~(4.3) with
a context parameter i, defining the shape of the anisotropie filter. This requires
a more extensive context information computation to delermine , (essentially an
addition of the curvature direction algorithm), and the llse of alarger number of
filters for the interpolation proeedure.

An <'Ingular filter shape not suppressing the important parts of the romier SpCC
trum in fig. 2.7 is achicved by

F(cp) = l - 'in"'(cp - CPo) (4.9)

for parameter values A > I. Kote lhat one could also do the opposile, change thc
filler shape to more orienlation seledive shapes, e g cos8 fjJ. Using filters with the
anglliar function gi\'en by eos Nt.p has! for largc values of N, two problems.

1. Thc spatial size will! for a fixed radial freqllency funetion, increasc with N.

2. The Fonrier domain spceification of thc filter requircs a denscl' sampIed grid,
since for cach value of p where the radial weight function f:- O there must exist
at least 2N samples on the circle with radius p.

The currcnt implementation of the algorithm uses filters of order up to N = 8.
Fig. 4.12 gives some examplc of filter shapcs for different ehoices of ,.

Estimation of Curvature Context

The eurvaturc direclion algorithm extracls the !ocation and tangent direction of
the eurvcs (cq. (2.1/1)) and the 10c<'I1 energy (the scalar sum of the quasi-quadrature
filters, i e excludc the ff\ctor e.i<t>k in eq. (2.1t1)) in the orienlation image. Thcsc
values are combined 10ca11y to an cstimate of the context parameter '"'( deseribing
thc certainty measurc of the exislencc and the direction of the cllrved slructure. This
is done in the same manncl' as the computation of C in eq. (4.4), i e by camputing
the quotient betwecn the yedor avcrage of the eurvature veclors and the scalar
average of the loeal energy mcasures. The quotient is then mapped by a suitable
function (e g a sigmoid) lo the estimate of,..

The eurvaLurc eonlext estimate can a1so be uscd to influence both f3 and t.po. If
the curvature estimate is mare certain than the oricntation estimate, then it may
be bettcr to use the curvature eertaillly to dctcnnine f3 and the curvaturc dircction
<po + 71'"/2 to dctermine cp.
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400

Figure 4.12: The infiucllcc of i on the anisotropic filter shape for i = 01 0.25, 0.5 1

0.75 and l {eq. (4.1O)). The i = Ocun-e is the one with a narrow top and an almost
flat bottom. The scale of the x-axis is dcgrccs.
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The final choice of weight fundions for the combination of contexi information
should be guided by heuristics for the specifie application where perforlllance eval
llations like the ones in chap ter 3 may playan important role.

The Filters Used for Enhancement

The ,-vallle defines the anisotropic filter shape. A number of base shares is dis
tributed on a ',-axis\ and linear interpolation is lIsed to create the filter share for
vallles of / between the basis shapes. The interpolation is done in three steps.

1. Filter the image with one isotropic lowpass filter and a Humber of highpass
filters with different angular frequeney funetions: 1, eos 2t,p, sin 2t,p, eos 4t,p,

2. Selecl the two basis shapes adjacent to the current / and interpolate the filter
response of these basis shapes for the direetion t,po from the filter response.

3. Use linear interpolation to get the filter response for the share corresponding
to /. This is the filter response to be usecl in eq. (4.3).

The current implementation with filters having angular frequency flInetians up to
eos SrjJ uses the following basis shapes:

FFO(CP)
FFl/6(CP)
F,=1/3(CP)
P,=l/'(CP)
F'='/3(CP)
F;=5/6(CP)
F'=l(CP)

eos8
( cp - CPo)

eos6
( cp - CPo)

eos'(cp - CPo)
eos'(cp - CPo)
1- sin'(cp - CPo)
l - sin6 (cp - CPo)
l - sin8 (cp - CPo)

(4.10)

Interpolation formulas are given in appendix 4.A.
The influence of the curvature addition to the algorithm can be summarized as:

• The LIse of anisotropic fi1t.ering in curved neighbourhood is increased.

• Neighbourhoods with low curvature will be enhanced with a. Ilarro\\' anisotropic
filler.

• Neighbourhoods with high curvaturc will be enhancecl with a broad anisotl'opic
filter.

The difference betwecn the enhancement rcsult obtainccl by the original algorithm
(chapter 4.2.1) and thc extenclcd algol'ititm is small for most neighbourhoods, but
the result in ng. 4.13 illustrates the usefulness of the addition.

4.3 Image Enhancement: Veetor Images

The generalization of the image enhancement algorithm to complex-valued images
is quite straightforward if a polar separable approach is chosen. The local curvature
model (eq. (2.10) and fig. 2.7) is easily incorporated inta the fol1owing scheme.
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Figure 4.13: Top: Original image. Middle: Original algorithm. IJotlom: Extcnded
algorithm.

• The magnitude part of the loeal neighbourhood is processed by the algorithm
described in chapter 4.2.1 to proclllce estimates of 0, (J and r.po.

• The curvaturc direction t and magnitude ~ is estimatcd by lhe algorithms
described in chapter 2.2.

• The precomputed filters are moduiated according to eq. (2.10). The modulation
frequency is controlled by ~ and the direcLion is determined by t.

• The filter responses of the modulated filters are combined according to the
valucs of at (3 and 'fa·

The algorithm is visuaiized in fig. 4.14 and should be compared to the corresponding
figure (fig. 4.10) describing the grey-Ievcl algoritlun.

Il is also nccessary to incorporatc one extra context parameter, o, describing the
ccrtainty of the estimates /l, and t. \Vriting the algorithm in equatiol1s gives

(4.11 )

where Vmod is the output from the computation of eq. (4.2) and eq. (4.3) using
modulatcd filters and \~llh is the output from computation with llnmodlllated filters.
The addition of eq. (11.11) introdllces flitering with the lInmodlllatcd filters as an
additional itcm in the list above. This addition is inc1uded in fig. 4.14.

A result ohtaincd by the enhancemcnt aigorithm is given in fig. A.8 together
with the original data and the resllit ohtained hy vedor averaging. The complex·
valucd input data contains a rotating '·cctor field of constant magnitude together
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Figure 4.14: Overview of the vedor enhancement algorithm

with Gaussian white noise. The intensity of the noise increases to the right. Vector
averaging does not extract the rotating pattertl, while the enhancement algorithm
performs very weil.

4.4 Conc1usion

The usefulness of the curvature estimates has been illustrated in a few examples to
demonstrate the simplicity of incorporating ClHvature as a uscful feature in image
processing and camputer vision tasks. The given examples are not full-flcdged appli
cations yet. IIeuristics (or a theory) for the different applications should be added to
get the most out of the presented methods. The material presented in this chapter
gives possibilities such as cascading operations, e g to use vedor enhancement on
the orientation data bcfore enhancing the grey level image.
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Appendices

4.A Interpolation Formulas for Basis Shape In
terpolation

A filler with an angular function of type cosN(ry - )'0) (where N is an e\'en Ilumbcr) is
obtainecl by

(

~2 )
SN 'WNof{ Piso +L lVNl;(H PcosJ,,· cos2k<po + Il Fsink sin 2J.:r,oo)

k=l

(4.12)

where fl Piso is an isotropic band pass filter, /I Pco5k is a filter with identical radial frequencj'
function and the angular frequency function cos(2krp), H Psink has the angular fl'cqucnc)'
function sin(2J.(,O), and the scale factar SN is given by the n·th position in the vector
(indexed from zera):

( 1 1/2 1/8 1/32 1/128 1/512 1/2048 1/8192 ... )T (4.13)

The values of WNk are given by the element at roY.' iV and column k in the matrix (indcxcd
from zera):

l O O O O O O O
I 1 O O O O O O
3 4 l O O O O O

10 15 6 1 O O O O
(4.14)

35 56 28 8 l O O O
126 210 120 45 10 l O O
'162 792 495 220 66 12 l O

1716 3003 2002 1001 364 91 14 l
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Part II

3D - Volume and Time
Sequence Processing

Ten siri nme sir,
Eight. sir, seuen sir,
Six, five, f 011 I' Sil',

Th'l'ee, two, one!

Tenser, said fil elensor,
Tenser, soid the lCllsol',

Tension, flpprehension, and dissention have beglln.

"THE DE~IOLISHED MAN"- Alfred Bester
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Chapter 5

Estimation, Representation and
Visualization of 3D Orientation

The anaiysis of \"olumes and time sequcnccs are bot.h of great interesl since therc cx
ists a rich variety of applications with this type of data. Yolumes and time sequences
are of the same dimensionalitYI and the aigorithms presenled here are essentially the
same in both cases. This chapler describes the 3D orientation cstimation algorithm.
The next chapter introduces the 3D curvaturc estimation algorithms. The fol!owing
chapter concents time sequence analysis, where the algoritIlIns are custornized to
utilize the fact lha1, the third dimension is constitutcd by time.

Finding a suitable representation of the oricntation of 3D surfaces may sccm to
be a trivial problem. This is, howcycr 1 not the ease due to the fact that orientation is
defined modula 7(. This diseontinuity is taken eare of in 2D by the use of the 'double
angle' representation, i e an orientation 4> is represented by avedoI' directed as 24>
instead. No stlch elcgant trick is avaiJablc for 3D. It is demonstrated in Knutsson
(65] that the tlSC of a higher dimcnsional representat.ion space is required , and a
50-vedor representation is proposed. l'hcl'e are some problems with the invcrsc
mapping from 5D back to 3D and an alternativc representation using gencralized
\'edors) tellS01'SI is described in Knutsson [601.

5.1 Using Tensars to Represent 2D Orientation

An alternat.ive representation of loeal orientation is gi\'en by thc orientation tensar

(5.1 )

where arg(xl + iX2) eOlTcsponds to the dil'ection of the gradient and x ;::: vxi + x~.
This representation contains morc information than the vedor representation of
orien/-tation and has many of its virtues sueh as continuity (see Knutsson [60] fal' a
marc detailed descl'iption). The cigcnvalues Ai and eigenvcctors ej of T give infor
mation regarding thc loeal orientation. The eigcnvector el of the largcst eigenvalue
eorresponds to the value of the dominant orientation. The relationship between the
eigenvalues determincs exadl)' how dominant that oricntation is. For cxamplc, a
onc-dimensional neighbourhood has Al » "\2. Thc lensol' representation is obtained
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in the same manner as the yector representation (eq. (2.5», i e by summation:

I{

T = Lq,(T, - al) (5.2)

(5.3)

where qk again denotes the magnitude of the filter response. Tk = f1kl1[ denotes the
direction of the filter cxpressed in the tcnsor representation, I is the unity tensor
and Q is a constant.

It is desirable to convcrt the curvature dircction algorithm to accept tensor data
input instcad of complex valued input. This is easily done since there exists a
mapping from the tensor orientation representation to the vector orientation repre
sentation. This transfers the tensor T to the complex number ft according to (see
appendix 5.A)

Recall that the curvature diredion algorithm consists of a vector summation of
filter outputs (eq. (2.14)) obtained by convolution of the complex-valllcd orientation
image. The teosor image represcnts orientation in another way, but the vedor sum
mation and the filters remain the same. The only modification is the computation
of the magnitudes of the filter outputs. The)' should be camputed as if the input
data consisted of 'double angle' orientation vectors. This is accomplished by using
eq. (5.3) to express the formula for complex con\'olution.

q = (h, + ih,).(x; - xi + i2x,x,) (5.4)

where he and ho are the real and imaginary parts of the filter (in this case the even
and odd parts of the quasi-quadratllre filter) and q denotes the complex-valued
filler output. The magnitude of the filter output, q, is then computed as

q = j(h, • (xl- xl) - h,' (2x,x,))' + (h,. (2x,x,) +h,' (xl- xiJ)' (5.5)

This implies that the curvature diredian aIgorithm can be implemented by filtering
of the tensor image representing orientation.

5.2 3D Orientation Estimation and Representa
tion

Tt is eas)' to generalizc the orientation algorithm to 3D when tensars are used. The
3D orientation is thcn cxpl'cssed as

XI~2 III3)
x 2 X2 I 3

X2 I 3 x5
(5.6)

where (XI,X2,X3) is the gradient vedor, i e the normal vector to the dominant plane

of the neighbourhood and x = Jx~ + x~ +x5. The representation is obtained by
eq. (5.2) with the only diffcrence being the use of 3D quadrature filters.

The eigcnvalues and eigcnveetors of T describe the 10cal orientation of the neigh
bonrhood. Three particular cases cxist for the normalized tensor T (2:: t~j = l):
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• Al = l ; A2 = A3 = O;

This case corresponds to a neighbourhood that is perfectly planar, i e is constant
on planes in a given orientation. The orientation of the normal veetors to the
planes is given by el'

• A, = A, = 1/V2; .13 = O;

This case conesponds to a neighbourhood that is constant on lines. The orien
tation of the lines is given by th.

• A, = A, = .13 = 1/,;3
This case corresponds to an isotropic neighbourhood.

All neighbourhoods can be expressed as linear combinations of these three cases.
A detailed presentation of the algorithm with proofs and a discussion of the

beneflts of the algorithm can be found in Knutsson [60]. Appendix 5.B contains the
details concerning implementation.

5.3 Accuracy of the Orientation Estimate

This section motivates the use of quadrature filters for 3D orientation estimate by the
evaluation of the performance on a synthetic test pattern. This 64 x 64 x 64 volume
contains all possible 3D plane orientations for a wide frequency range. A traveller
headed outwards from the centre and moving in a straight line would experience a
sine wave with decreasing frequency.

Three instances of the test pattern were used for the evaluati0o, one without
noise and two with Gaussian distributed noise added. The volumcs with noise have
a SNR of 10 dB and O dB respectively. Fig. 5.1 shows some 2D slices from the
volumes.

The estimated orientation tensor Te (with ten SOl' elements tij) was compared

with the theoretical orientation tensor Tf (with tensor elements tfj) for all points
in the volume. The comparison was done with the fol1owing two erfor estimates.

N

Total enor = L: L:(iij - ifj F
ij

(5.7)

N N
Weighted error = I:(IIT'II' I:(iij - i{Y)1 I: IIT'II' (5.8)

ij

where the ~-notation indicates that the tensor has been normalized, i e L:ij ffj = l
and the norm of the tensor is computed as

IITII = JI: tij (5.9)
'J

The results obtained with quaclrature filters are compared with the results pro
duced by gradient filters, one of the more common methods for estimation of 3D
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Figure 5.1: f'romleft to right: without noise, 10 dD and OdB. From top lo botlom:
slice 4, 18 and 32.

Quadratul'e Filters Gradient Filters
Test Pattern Total err01' Weighted El'rOT Total crl'or ~IVeighted Errot'

00 dB 1.47125 0.0903397 2.50732 0.0245523
10 dB 2.58301 0.157799 7.40527 0.193825
OdB 6.73242 0.407928 12.5669 0.567444

Table 5.1: The result of the camparison betwcen gradient and quaclrature filters
using eq. (5.7) and (5.8)

orientation (e g Zucker and Hummel [1041, Monga and Deriche [74), Bigiin et al
[221, Jähne [55]). Both quadrature filters and gradient filters are of size 7 x 7 x 7.
The gradient estimate, (X1,X1,X3)T, is transformed into the tensor form by lak
ing the ollter product. The elements of the matrix are then scaled by a factor of

l/lxi + x~ + x~. This gives a :tensor' with a magnilllde comparable with the one
ohtained br quaclraturc filters and enables the lise of the same error estimates used
for the quadrature filters (eq. (5.7) and (5.8)).

The error estimates are given in table 5.1. The implication from these results are
dear. The advantage of the algorithm using quaclrature fillers is what one would
expect, since one should be able to acquire a more robust estimate with twelve filters
compared to lhrce.

But one should not make premature concillsions from this single experiment.
The frcqucncy rcsponses of the filters influence the Boise suppression, and a more
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thorough examination with a variety of frequency functions is needed. It is also
possible to use other types of eITor measures. An extensive examination is, however,
not the issue here. The on ly intention was to clemonstI'ate that quadrature filters
give accurate estimates of the 3D orientation.

Also note that it is possible to average the orientation tensor to get even more
accurate estimates. This is a virtue of the representation and does not depend upon
the filters used to achieve the initial estimates. Gradient filters in combination with
this representation and averagingjrelaxatioll have been used by Bigiin et al [22] and
Jähne [55].

5.4 Visualization of the Orientation Tensor

A good visualizatioll technique is crucial for comprehension of the orientalion infor4

mation eontained in the tensor. This section describes techniques for visualization
of the orientation tellSOr. The last of the methods described here is useful for more
than visualizalion. This interpretation technique is one of the fundamental build
ing blocks ulilizecl in the 3D generalization of the principal direction algorithm,
described in the next chapter.

The six elements in the orieIltation tensar for the 3D case jointly describe the
structure of the local neighbourhood. It is of course possible to visualize the ten
sor elements one at a time, hut a method capturing the relationship between the
elements of the tensol' is prcfcrable.

One method is to construct a matrix of images, where eaeh image in the matrix
displays the corresponding tensor element. Colour can be used to represent the sign
of the values, e g green for positive and red for negative ones, while the magnitude
is best represented by image intensity.

This approach displays all tensar elements simultaneously instead of visualizing
one element at a time. It is nevertheless diffieult to get a feeling for the loeal
orientatioIl structure since the values deseribing a speeific point with this technique
will be distributed in six 1 different loeations in the matrix image.

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the tensor give a full dcseription of the loeal
structure l and eigenvaiue analysis taken tagether with computer graphics techniqucs
suggest a means for good visualization of the loeal orientation:

1. Salve the eigenvalues and the eigenveetors of the tenso r.

2. Render an ellipsoid using the eigenvalues to define the ellipsoid shape and the
eigenvectors to choose the appropriate orientation in space.

This method visualizes the information locally in a very descriptive way, and is
useful for the examination of specific points in the data set. HOWeVel\ there are
two drawbacks when it eomes to visualization of morc global views of thc data set.
Firstly, the rendered ellipsoid requires marc space for display than just a few pixels.
This reduces the number of points made visible at the same time. Sceondly, the ~

rendered image, containing a subset of points in the data set, tcnds to be somcwhat
jumbled. Areas containing almost idcntical orientation values will not appeal' as

'or nine, since the non-diagonal elements appear twicc in the symmctric mat.rix.
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smooth. Focusing on such areas and comparing neighbouring poinls overeornes this
problem. Using colour to indicalc the relationship between the eigenvalues is another
remedy.

The visualization mcthod proposed here combines thc virtues of the two methods
described above:

• Il captures enough of the relationship between the tensor elements to give a
good conception of the loeal orientation.

• The space rcquircment for rendering of the loeal struclurc of a point in the
data set is small, i c three pixels.

• Smooth areas, where the orientation valucs are almost idcntieai , appeal' as
smooth areas.

The mcthod is a gencrali7.ation of the t.echnique used to visualize 2D orientation.
The 2D orientation estimate consists of a single complex number. The complex
number is mapped to the colour circle, letting thc magnitude determining the inten·
sity and the argument determining the colom. There is no difference if the teOSOf
representation introduced in this chapter is used. It fcquires only a preparatory
mapping from the teDsor to a complex Humber (Eq. (5.3)).

This mapping from a lensor to a complex number is a clue as to how to generalize
thc technique. In the same manner the 3D orientation tensor can be interpreted as
three complex Ilumbers.

x~ - x~ + i2xlX2

x~ - x~ + i2xtX3

x~ - x~ + i2x2X3

(5.10)

(5.11 )

(5.12)

Intuitively the mapping corresponds to the following procedure. Take the normal
vector (XIl X2, X3)T of the local surface patch, make three different 2D projections of
it, and represent each of the projections with the 'double angle'·method.

The mapping of lhe 3D oriclllalion lensor described by eq. (5.10)-(5.12) gives
three complcx-valued <lala sets which can be visualized using the mapping to the
colour circle.

Positions in the dala set where the projcction fits will have high intensity and
the colour will indicate the '2D~orientalion' with respect to lhe projeetion plane.
Positions where data and projcction do not match will have low intensity.

In fact, each of the complcx values extractcd from the orienlation tensol' has
an equatorial region on the unit sphere, where the 'sub-representation' gives an
adequate descriptioll of the orient.ation. Thcre are also two 'poles" where the COITI

plex value has zero or low magnitude and the descriptive content is zel'O. However,
ihis docs not matter sillce il coincides with thc equatorial regions of the 1wo other
complex valucd 'sub-represent.ations'.

The above t\\'o lcompact ' visualization techniques, i c the display of thc tensor
element images in a matrix and the display of the mappings into complcx numbers
are exemplified in fig. A.9 and A.lO. The original data is a CT·volumc consisting
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Figure 5.2: Front view of the 3D volume

of 100 slices, each of resolution 256 x 256. Thc volume contains a human skull
from a cadavcr cmbedded in a plastic material moulded into thc shapc of a human
head. This volumc was resampled to 150 slices to obtain approximatcly cubic voxels
(ng. 5.2). Thc rcsult ohtained by tbe oricntation algorithm is visualizcd with the
two different mcLhods in fig. A.9 and A.IO.

5.4.1 Visuaiization of an Arbitrary Orientation Plane

The previous scction described the visuaiization of the orientation tcnsor by pro
jection of t.he representation into the xlx'2-planc, xlxJ-plane or x'2xJ-planc. Thc
2D~vectors (complcx numbers) obtained by the projcction of the orientalion data
are of 'double angle' type and thcy are suitable for visualization with colour and
intensity rcprcsenting the argument and magnitude of the 2D-vcclors rcspectively.

This visualization scheme with 'represcntation-projections' can bc gcncralized to
arbitrary 2D-plancs. Two different methods are describcd here.

The straight-forward mcthod is to apply a rotat.ion matrix, Q, on the orientation
tensor, T, followcd hy the corni>ination of the tensor elements into a complex nllmber
llsing the combinatiou formula (5.10). This can be uescribcd by the fol1owing step
by step procedure:

1. Compute thc rotation matrix Q which describcs the rotation from the desired
2D-plane t.o the xlx'2-planc. This can be done with standard mcthods, see e g
Heisc and MacDonald [18].
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2. RoLate the teosor T using

QTQ-I = QTQT = T'

3. Combine the teosOf elements of T' inlo a complcx number fl using

4. Visualize the complcx numbcrs using the intensity to reprcsent the magnitude
and the colour to reprcsent the argument.

The other method is to transform the combination rule instead. This is achieved
by the following procedure:

1. Computc the rotation matrix Q which describes the rolation from the desired
2D-plane lo the xlxrplane.

2. Rotate the vedor v = (l i O l using Q-I.

3. Extract the complex number fl from the tcnsor using

4. Visualize the complex valued data set using the intcnsity to represent the mag
nitude and the colour to represent the argument.

That thesc methods are equivalent is demonstrated in appendix 5.C.

5.5 Summary

The orientatioll representation using teosors proposed by Knutsson [60] has been
presented. The 2D algorithms for curvature estimation have been modified to ac
cept input data represented as tensors. The performance of the algorithm for 3D
orientation estimation has been examplified and methods for the visualization of the
algorithm output have been discussed.

Appendices

5.A The Mapping from 2D Orientation Tensor
to 'Double Angle' Vector

The oricntation algorithm can be expressed both in vector and tensor form. Assumc
for c:xample that four quadrature filters are uscd in the orientation estimation. Let
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them be direcled in the Fourier domain as (I 0]T, (1/,;2 1/,;2 )T, (O I]T and
(-1/,;2 1/,;2]T, i e 'Pk = rr(k - 1)/4. The "ector formulalion is

-.
v = L Qk exp(i2'{'k) = (rit - g3) + ;(Q, - q4) (5.13)

k=l

Thc tensOf formulatioll is

with

• I
T = L qk(Tk - 41)

k=1

T, = Ut)
T3=U n

T. = (-I -t).

(5.H)

(5.15)

(5.16)

(5.17)

(5.18)

This results in

The transfer from tcnsor T to vector v is done by

(5.19)

(5.20)

5.B How to Implement the Orientation AIgo
rithm

Thc algorithm requires a number of precompuled fluadraturc filters. The filters should be
evenl)' spaced in Olle half of the Fouricr space. In thrcc dimensions there cxisls a limited
Dumber of ways to distribllte the filters in a fully symmctrical fashion. The candidatcs are
given by the fivc Platonic polyhedra, where only the icosahcdron and the dodecahedron
have a sufficient Dumber of vertices. Thc minimum Illllnbcr of quadrature filters requircd
for orientation cstimation in 3D js 61 where the filters are directcd as the verticcs of a
hemiicosahedron.

The 6 normal \'cctors are thus givcn by:

nI = (10 +2,,15)-1/' 2 O 1+,,15 )T
n, = (10 +2,,15)-1/' -2 O 1+,,15 )T
n3 (10 +2,,15)-1/2 1+,,15 2 O f (5.21)
il.. (10 + 2,,15)-1/2 1+,,15 -2 O f
ilS (10 + 2,,15)-1/' O 1+,,15 2 )T
n, = (10 +2,,15)-1/' O l + ,,15 -2 )T

The proccdure for the design of il quadrature filter is
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Figure 5.3: The icosahedron used to define the Fourier domain direction of the 3D
quadrature filter set.

1. Select an ap propria te size for the frequency volume to be used in the Fourier domain
filter design. The size should be at [east 7 x 7 x 7.

2. Given the Fourier domain direction of the filter, nk, and your favourite bandpass
function, Hp(u), compute

IIp(u)(u. nk)2
O

if U· nk > o
otherwise

(5.22)

for the frequency volume. The coordinate vector is denoted by u = (Ut U2 U3)'
ii. is a unit vector directed as Ut and U = Ju? + u~ +u5'

3. Convert the frequency volume to the spatial domain, either by a straightforward
3D-DFT or by use of an optimization technique (Knutsson [61]).

The resulting filter is complex-valued with the real part being even and the imaginary part
being odd. This procedure is used to obtain the six complex-valued quadrature filters.

It is easy to implement the orientation algorithm with these precomputed filters. The
algorithm is expressed by eq. (5.2) but a more detailcd description is given here.

1. Convolve the input data with the six cornplex-valued filters, i e perform twelve scalar
convolutians.

2. Compute the magnitude of each complex-valued filter by

where qie denotes the filter reponse of the real (and even) part of filter i and qio

denotes the filter response of the imaginary (and odd) part of filter i.

3. Compute the tensar T by eq. (5.2), i e

el! t12 t13 )T = tn t" t"
t 13 t" t33
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where
t" j\(ql +q,) + B(q3 +q,) - S
t" A(q3 +q.l) +B(q, +q,) - S
t33 A(q, +q,) +B(ql +q,) - S
tl , C(q3 - q,)
tl3 C(ql - q,)
t" C(q, - q.)

where
l 6

S=~L:q;
,) k=1

4
A - -,------,--'"

- 10 + 2V5

B _ 6 + 2V5
- 10 +2V5

C _ 2+ 2V5
- 10 + 2V5

5.C Arbitrary Orientation Plane Visualization

It is easy to demonst rate that the two methods for visualization of an arbitrary oricntation
plane are equivalent. First l show that

for v T = (l i O). This is a straightforward computation

(

t"
(1 i O) t12

t13

Secondly, show that

(5.23)

,T, -1 T'v Tv = vQTQ v = v T v

which completes the proof.
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Chapter 6

The Principal Direction
AIgorithm

The algorithm for esLimation of thc principal directions in 3D is essentially a straight.
forward generalization of thc principal direction algorithm described in charter 2,
hut there are some modifications due to the ract that both orientation and CltrVature

are mare complex cvculs in 3D than in 2D. Thc algorithm modifications appear at
the input lo account for the lise of a tensor to represent thc oriclltatioll, and at the
output, where some postprocessing is neccssary for identification of the principal
directions.

The next section rcvicws the concept of curvature in 3D and rclatcd work. The
following sections dcscribe the representation, the Ioeal neighbourhood model and
the associated estimation algorithm.

6.1 The Problem

Definition and formulae concerning curvature originate in differential geometry [90,
68). They are of course vital components in the design of a curvature estimation
algorithm, although most of the grounclwork for the methods in this thesis comes
from the signal processing field.

A short review of the differential gcometry formulae utilized in the derivation of
the aigorithm is given here as weil as a few comments on some of the formulae not
used.

A CUfVC can be given in parameter form as

(I = Yl (s), (, = y,(s), 6 = Y3(S); O S s S S (6.\ )

where ~lJ (2 and 6 denotes the spatial coordinates, Yi are scalar functions and s
denotes the arc lengtll [90]. A curvc parameterized by arc iength has

dy •
- = t (6.2)
ds

where t is a tillit tangent vedor.
The curvaturc l\- is defined as

di
k = - = 1\-11

ds
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where k is the curvature vedor and fl is a uni t vedor perpendicular to i. This is in
accordance with the definition of curvature for 2D curves given in eq. (1.1). But 3D
curves have an additionai feature: the lorsion T. \Vhile curvature measures the rate
of change of the tangent, torsion measures the rale of ch ange of thc plane defined hy
the tangent and curvature vedors. Torsion and curvature tagether with the vectors
i and fl give a complete characterization of the curve. Another interesting shape
feature of curvcs are the Darbollx vector, d.

d = Tt + ~(t x ii) (6.4)

A curve has mathematically no area. This fits badly with the discrete voxels of 3D
data. Real world (digital volumes, that is) Curves are het ler described as narrow
surfaces and the formulae describing the curvature of surfaces are a hetter starting
point for the design of curvature algorithms. This is not to say that curves are
not important in 3D data. The optical now of moving points (spatio-temporal
curves) are for instance marc reliable than the now of moving lines (spatio-temporal
surfaces). For that reason curves are discussed in dlapter 7, hut the curvattlre model
in section 6.3 is formulated for surface geometry.

A surface can also be gi\"en in parameter form

(, = yttT" T,), (, = y,h, r,), (, = Y3(T" r,); RI ~ T, ~ Ri, Hi ~ ", ~ Rt
(6.5)

which can he compared to eq. (6.1). A difference is that the surface is not paramc·
terized by are IcngtJl s. The element of are is determincd hy the jirst fundamental
Jo,·m.

ds' = Ed,'; + 2Fd,.,,[,·, + Cd,.i = dy· dy (6.6)

where

E =

F

c

dy dy

dr·, dr,
dy dy
dr} . dr2
dy dy_.-
d"2 dr2

(6.7)

Another important entity is the second fundamental form.

ed,.i +2JdT,dr, + gd,.i = -dy· dii (6.8)

where il. now denotes a unit normal vedor of the surfaee and

(6.9)

e

g =

2J

dy d,;
--.-

dr, dr,

_( dy . dft + dft . dy)
drl d1'2 dr} dr2

dy dii
--.-

dr2 dr2

The quotient of t.he second fundamental form by the first is eallecl the normal eurva
ture (denoted "'n) and describes the eurvature of the surfaee for the tangent direction
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arclan bd
r

• Thcre are tWQ directions on the surface where ~n obtains an extreme
""alue, thc principal direction of most curvalurc, t 11 and the principal direction of

least curvaturc, t 2 . These curvaturc dircctions are orthogonal. Eulcr's theorem

(6.l0)

(6.11 )

expresses the normal curvature in an arbitrar)' dircction t. 11:) denotes the curvature
in dircction t l and "'2 denotes the curvature in direction t 2 _ Q is the anglc between
t and tl.

Differential geometry excels in thc lise of curvilinear coordinatcs and coordinate
transforms. The principal djrections t l and t 2 are uscful to dctermine an orthogonal
coordinatc system, but special care must be taken in the neighbourhood of umbilics
poinls, i e points on the surface with 1\':1 = "'2' The algorithms presented in this
thesis use the fixcd cartesian grid supplied wilh the input data. As a conscquence
no extra precaution is necessary for umbilics, but methods to localize umbilic points
are given in chapter 6.6.1 since this feature is one way lo give a qualitati\'e measure
of loeal surfaee shape.

Another shape measure is the c1assification into el1iptic, parabolic or hyperbolic
surface patches.

• Elliptic points where the second fundamental form maintains the same sign for
all directions, e g poinls on asphere.

• Parabolic points where thc normal curvature is zero in one direction , e.g points
on a. cylinder.

• Hyperbolic or saddle points where the sccond fundamental form does not mai n
tain the same sign for all directions.

This c1assification can be elone by computation of Ga'llssiall curvahLTc

F eg -J'
1\ = ~1/'l2 = EG _ F2

with l< > Ofor el1iptic points, J( = O for parabolic points and J( < Ofor hyperbolic
points. An a!gorithm to dcterminc the sign of the Gaussian curvature will be given
in chapter 6.6.2. Another orten used feature is the meall el/1'Vature.

6.1.1

I Eg-2JF+eC
M = 2(~1 + ~,) = 2(EC _ F')

Related Work

(6.12)

Sander and Zucker (87, 88] were among the first ones lo devc10p algorithms for the
estimation of curvature features in ltrue' 3D images. The principal curvatures and
principal directions are compuled by a rc1axation process [54] which incorporates the
differential geometric properties of 3D surfaces. The relaxation process is initialized
with a thresholcled gradient image (104].

Kehtarnavaz and deFigueiredo !581 proposes an algorithm for curvature and tor
sion estimation on 3D curves, and charaderizes the curve with the use of the Dar
boux veetor (eq. (6.4)). A drawback is that the algorithm needs thresholded data.
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(6.13)

\
"

Figure 6.1: Gcornctric interpretation of eq. (6.13). The bold vedor rcpresents the
principal direction of CUITature t. The clashcd vedor represents the rotation axis rh

Among the algoritIuns which describe 3D shape without using curvaturc cstima·
tion as the means can for example Terzopolis et al 191], Solina and Bajcsy [89) and
Pentland 182) be mentioned.

Curvature estimation are also uscd on the '2 1/2-D' data given by range images,
see e g Vemuri et al [9·1], where the location of the surface is given a priori.

6.2 The Representation

The representation is now presented bcforc the introduction of the neighbourhood
model. Thc representation of principal dircctions of curvature is, in accordance with
thc representation of 3D oriclltation , a tensor P which for aparaholic neighbourhood
is given by

(

t1m, 11m, 11m3)
p = ptl11T = P l21nl l21n2 t21nJ

lJ1nt lJ1n2 t3 mJ

where p is a certainty measure, i is a unit veelor orientcd as the principal direction
of curvature and 111 is a unit vedor dcfining the 'cylinder orientation" see fig. 6.1.
i, III and X, the surface normal, are perpendicular to each other.

The representation is continuous and rotation invariant (see chapter 6.A). Neigh
bourhoods of more titan one principal direct.ion of curvature are represented by

(6.14)

i e, cach of the principal directions has its own P-matrix and the total representation
is the sum of the P-matrices. Separation of the principal directions of curvature is
done in a manner similar to the one used to flod the dominant orientation from
the oricntation tensor T (eq. (5.6)) and is described later in this charter. A few
comments of the choice of representation are given bcfore thc intl'oduction of the
Iocal neighbourhood model and the algorithm.
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Figure 6.2: Two different surface patches with identical i but different m

At first it may seem more natural to use the gradient of the orientation tensor with
3 x 3 x 3 element as representation. However, such a representation would describe
all types of dIanges in the neighhourhood and not only curvature. This is also
true if one choses to use the orientation representation and orientation estimation
algorithm on the individual orientation tensor elements. Another choice would be
to lise only the principal direction i itse1f as representation. It is well-known from
differential geometry [68, 90] that this gives problems with continuity. See tig. 6.2
for an example of two curvature patches with i<ientical principal directions i hut
different 'shape' (and fil!).

Finally, note that the representation given in eq. (6.13) is a generalisation of the
representation of the curvaiure dircction in 2D. Thc rotation axis ril is in this case,.
constrained to (O O l) and the principal direction of curvature is constrained
to always have t3 = Owhich gives

(
OOI,)

P2D = P O O l,
O O O

(6.15)

which can be inierpreted as a complex number h;::: II +it2 (Compare with tig. 2.10).

6.3 The Model

The purpose of this section is to formulate a 3D neighbourhood model for curvature.
The starting point is the model used to formulate the curvature direction algorithm
in chapter 2. The 2D algorithm is based on the hypothesis of one-dimensionality, i e
the assumption that a small ncighbourhood contains at most a single event. Features
of the neighbourhood can thus be described with relatively fe\\' parameters, e g one
value to describe the Iocal orientation, one value to describe the principal direction
etc. The variety of possible 3D neighbourhoods is bigger, hut the same principie
can be used. This motivates the postulate that a local 3D neighbourhood contains
at most one surface (or one cUf\'e).

There will of course be some neighbourhoods which do not fit this model and
a good estimation aigorithm should have a 'graceful degradation', e g a certainty
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Illeasure describing the model fit which decreases when the neighbourhood does not
fiL the mode I. i\[oreovcr, the algorithm should be able lo estimate and describe both
principal dircctions of curvaturc.

The 20 curvature model utilizcs an isomorphism between the data representation
of 20 oricntation and cornplex numbers. The connection between the representation
of 3D orientation (a sYlllllletric 3 x 3 matt'ix) and complcx numbers was given in
chapter 5.4. A eloser examination in appendix 6.B gives that the three complex
numbers given by eq. (5.10)-(5.12) are sufficient for representation of orientation.

Furthermore, the one~dimensionalityassumption} eq. (2.10) must be modified.
One should be able to take both principal curvatures inta account. However} it turns
out that the mapping of the local orientation information inta complex numbeTs
results in neighbourhoods where the angular changc can be characlerizcd as one·
dimcnsional even if there are more than one principal direction of curvature present.
This is demonstrated in appendix G.C.

The direction o'f angular change will be located in thc 2D~plane spanned by the
two principal directions. There are three complex.valllc descl'iptions of a neigh
bom'hood and the directiollS of angular change on ly caineide for parabolic neigh
bOllrhoods. In fact} the directions of angular change for the three complex-valued
descriptions are given by the columns of the matrix P in eq. (6.14)! This is also
demonstrated in appendix 6.C.

The discussion above can now be summarized in the following model of local 3D
neighbourhoods:

1. Assumc that the local neighbourhood conlains at most one surface.

2. The orientation algorithm produces an oricntation tensor description of the
loeal neighbourhood.

3. The orientation tensor is interpreted as thrcc complex numbcrs

xi - x~ + i2xtX2

x~ - xi + i2xIX3

x~ - x~ + i2x2X3

(6.16)

(6.17)

(6.18)

This produces threc complex-valucd dcscriptions of the 3D neighbourhood.

4. Such a complex-valued descripLion of a surfaee neighbourhood is reasonably
approximated by

"«) cxp(2~it . {) (6,19)

where ~ denotes the spatial coordinate vedor and T denotes the magnitude
function. The exponentiai function approximates the angular funcLion with t
denoting the dominant direction of the angular changes (which for aparabolic
neighbourhood coincides with the principal direction). The magnitude fundion
defines whether or not a ,"oxel is part of the surfacc. Fig. 6.3 gives an example
of the angular fllllction.

Observe that a linear model in terms of pixel/voxcl coordinates is used while differen·
tial geometry utilizes (arbitrary) coordinate systems in terms of are·lcngth/surfaee
elements. Botlt the model and the esLimation algorithm arc local and will nol violate
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Figure 6.3: A cylinder type neighbourhood

the definitions and theorems of differential gcometry provided that the volume is
sampIed dcnsely enough.

The shiCt theorem gives that the loeal Fourier transform of neighbourhoods fitting
this mode! (eq. (6.19)) will be

F(u) = R(u - t) (6.20)

where u denotes the frequency coordinatcs and R denotes the Fourier transform of
the magnitude function 7', The magnitude is a real-valued function which implies
tha1 IRI will have ils centre of gravity in the origin. Estimation of the principal
directions of curvature in a 3D orientation tensor data set is thus analogue to esti
malian of the direction to the centre of gravity in the Ioeal Fourier spectra of the
comp!ex-valucd projections of the tensor data. The core of thc 3D aigorithm is
consequcntly identicai to the 2D algorithm.

6.4 The AIgorithm

The surface curvature model dcscribed motivates the fol!owing estimatioll algorithm:

1. Interpret the orientation teosor as three complex 11l1mber data sets.

2. Estimate the centre of gravity in thc local Fourier spectra for each of the
complex·valued representations and form the principal direction tensar P given
in eq. (6.14).

3. Extract the principal directions from the three estimates of the direction to the
centre of gravity.

The flrst step is trivial and the second step is a straightforward extension of the 2D
curvature algorithm while the last step requires some discussion. But the presenta
tion starts with the two first steps.
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Pigure 6.4: The octahedron used to define the Pourier domain direction of the 3D
quasi-quaclrature filter set

6.4.1 Estimation of the Centre of Gravity in the Local
Fourier Spectra

(6.21 )

The estimation is done by filtering of the eomplex-valued orienlation representation
(eq. (6.16)-(6.18)). The mode! formulation in sedion 6.3 implies that the centre
of gravity for the loeal Fourier speetra of the oricntation data is shifted away from
the origin when the neighbourhood contains one (or two) curvature directions. A
vedor pointing in the direclion of the centre of gravity is obtained by filtering with
a number of filters where each filter is concentrated in one partition of the Fourier
domain and the filters are spread equally. The vedor is computed by

K

b = I>.n.
where qk denoles the magnitude of the filter response and nk denotes the Fonrier
domain direction of filter k.

The algorilhm has many similarities with the 3D orientation eslimation algo·
rithm. One of them is the problem of dislributing the precomputed filters equally
over the Fourier domain. The difference is that the entire Fourier domain should be
covered and that any of thc five Platonic polyhedra can be used.

The use of quasi-quadraturc filters gives rotation invariant estimatian of the di
redian to the centre of gravity of the loeal Fourier spectrum. The quasi-quadrature
filters used here are designed in the Fourier domain as polar separable filters. The
name indicates a similarity to qlladrature filters (eq. (5.22)) and the one difference
is the angular function.

{
H,(u) = eos' ~
O = arccos(u. ii.) (6.22)

Oireeting the filters as the vertices of an octahedron results in a casy implementation
with relatively low computationally demands} since it is possible to rcduce the six
complex-valued filters to four scalar filters. The procedure for doing this with 6 x 4
scalar convolutions is described in appendix 6.f. The Fomier domain directions of
the filters are given in appendix 6.G.

The procedure for design of a quasi·quacirature filter is the same as for design of
a qnadrature filter (chapler 5.B) except for lhe different angular fundion (eq. (9.9))
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and the different filter directions (cC(. (6.7 ». The quasi~quadl'atllre fillers are in
accordance with the C(uadrature filters spatial!y complex-vallled with the real part
being e\"en and the imaginary part being odd.

Il is easy to implcment the centre of gra\'ity estimation part of the algorithm
with the precomputed filters. The interpretation from orientation tcnsor to complex
number can be incorporated in the fOflnlllation of the centre of gravity estimation.
A step-by-step description of the algorithm is given in appendix 6.H. Thc praofs,
motivations and discllssion of thc algorithm are given in appendix 6.E.

6.4.2 Extraction of the Principal Directions

Tbe three vedors obtained by using eC(. (6.21) are a mixture of the two principal
directions of curvature. They are in fact rclated to the column vedors of the earlier
proposed rcprcscntation P. Denoting thc vcdor produced by cOlllputing cC(. (6.21)
for the complex-valucd orientation representation givcn by ::r~ - x~+i2xIXZ with (1,2)

and so on givcs
p = (bp .3) bp .3) bp.,)) (6.23)

It was statcd earlier that the tcnsor P gives a full description of the principal
directions of curvature. The relatioIlship bctween the principal dircction t ll and
the centrc of gravity estimates bU,j) is simple when the neighbourhood is parabolic,
The 3D orientation changes can for this type of neighbourhood bc expressed as a
rotation around an axis m = (mI mz m3 )T. The rotation axis and the principal
directioll are perpendicular l i e m J. t 1 . The mapping from principal direclion to
centre of gravity estimate is described by

i i' j, i i' k, j i' k (6.24)

where X dcscribes both the relatiollship bctwccn the filters used and the curvature
1.:1 and aIso how ccrtain thc oricntation estimates are.

ElIiptic and hypcrbolic neighbourhoods are slightly more complicated. Eq. (6.66)
gi\"es

(6.25)
{

bp,,) = X(m3t, +m;t,)
bp.3) = X(m,t, +m;t,)
bp .3 ) = X(m, t, +m; t,)

EC(. (6.25) introduces a numbcr of new variables. t I dCllotes the principal direction
of most cun'ature l while t'2 denotes thc principal direction of lcast cUlTature, m is
the rotation axis of t J and nl' is the rotation axis of t z"

Separation of t l and t z is done with the Hotelling transform [39, p. 122~125J, i e
by camputing the eigcnvalues and cigcnvcctors of the matrix

(6.26)

The cigcnvalucs and cigenvectors are easi ly complItcd with standard methods such as
the Jacobi mcthod (c g Press et al[81]). The eigenvcctor e'J of the largest eigenvaluc
,,\~ determines, apart from the sign, t l ilnd the eigenvector e''2 of the second largest
eigell\"alue Å; determines l also apart from the sign, t z. The lhird eigcnvallle should
for a well defined surface be elose to zcro.
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The centre of gravity vcctors corrcsponding to e g t l are obtained by

(6.27)

Note that

{
.\; = kl
.\; = ki (6.28)

where ki = X Ki, i e the amount of curvature 'seen through' the frequency funetion of
the filters used and the cel'tainty of the orientation estimate. It should be possible to
obtain an estimate of Kj by use of scale-space techniques, e g by applying the princi
pal direetion algorithm with multiple filter sets having different centre frequencies in
a manner similar to the 2D algorithm described in seetion. 2.2.3. This has not been
implemented in the present work, although pre1iminary tests have shown promising
results.

The squared magnitude sum of the shift estimates is invariant to both principal
direction and rotation axis, i e

L bl"j) = C (6.29)
(i,i)

where b(i,il denotes the magnitude of thc centre of gravity vector bU,j)l and C is a
constant depending on the Cllrvature Kl, the radial frcquency function of the filters
and the certainty of the orientation estimates.

6.5 Improvements of the Principal Direction AI
gorithm

Experiments have shown that the performance of the algorithm is good also in rel
atively noisy ncighbourhoods. This is partly because of the high quality of the
orientation estimates and partiy bcc3use of the vector sum strategy where uncom
patible events oppose each other. But curvature estimation is, almost by definition,
noise sensitive and this scction presents methods to improve the accuracy of the
estimates.

6.5.1 Averaging

The lise of a continuous data representation makes it possible to lise filtering on the
principal direction estimates. Consistency examination of the principal directions
within the local neighbourhood is done by a simple averaging.

(6.30)

where ha is the averaging filter and * denotes convolution.
It is of interest to study the behaviour of the avcraging operation with respect to

the new values of b(;,j) (i e P) and B (eq. (6.26)) wheo applied to different types of
neighbolll·hoods.

• K2 ::::::: 0, m constant and different t I . This corresponds to aparabolic neighbQur
hood. A 'normal' average of t l will be computed. The relationship betwecn
t.he eigenvalues ).~ and .\~ of the mat.rix B is not affccted.
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• 1>-2:::::: 0, different In and constant tl. A proper average of m will be computed.
The reJationship bctween the eigenvalucs .x~ and >.; of the matrix B is not
affected .

• 1>-2 ~ 0, different nl and different tl. The avcrage of the individual b(iJ) are
weighted with the corresponding mk (i -:f j -:f k -:f i). The ratio .x;/ >.~ incrcascs
and the eigenvcctor e~ of the matrix B is the new estimate of tl.

This list can be made ionger, but t.hesc few examples give some insight in the effect
of averaging.

6.5.2 Orientation Consistency

One can lake int.o account that the principal directions and the normal vector of thc
surface are perpcndicular. This relation gives

TbC;.il = O (6.31)

Observe thai this is \'alid for both surfaces and curves. The value of b(ij) shoulcl be
updated if eq. (6.31) is not fulfilled. Two different update schemes are now proposed.

The orieniaiion tensor can be wriUen as

(6.32)

Surface neighbourhoods will have .A2 :::::: .A3 :::::: Oand curve neighbourhoods will have
>'3 :::::: O. Assume t.his type of ncighbourhood:

(6.33)

InseTt eq. (6.33) into eq. (6.31)

(6.34)

This implies that the result will be a vedor pointing according io the two eigenvec.
lors. The vedor will ha\"e the lengtll

(6.35)

where b(iJ) is the magnitude of b(i,j) and <Pi denotes the angle between b(i,j) and ej.
Remember that the sum of the sqllared orientation tensor elements equals the stim
of the squared eigcnvalues, i e

Using this normaii7.ation and a unit lengLl\ b(i,j»), i e bU.il ) gives

(6.36)

j.A~ COS2 1jJ1 +>'i COS 2 1jJ2

J>'1 +>'1
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This expressian can be used to formulate il. strategy to decreasc the magnitudc of
b(i,j). This is done by

b'· - (l_IiTbU,j)li)b. (6,38)
(',J)- ~ (',J)

V L...t t jj

This is a rather simple magnitude reduclion. It is more sophisticated also to modify
the direction of b(i,j) using

I Tb(i,j)
bU,j) = bU,j) - VL: li

j

This rcsults in bU,j)""cetors whieh fulfil cq. (6.31).

(6,39)

6,5,3 Eigenvalue Consistency

(6.40)

Both the eigenva!ues >'j of the orientation tensar T and the eigenvalues >.~ the matl'ix
B (eq, (6,26)) can be utilizcd, The eigenvalucs of T diseriminate bctween surfaces
and curvcs and describc how weil defincd the orientation of the local neighbourhood
is, A list of the different cases can be found at the beginning of chapter 5.2. The
eigenvalues of B discriminate between local neighbourhoods of one and two principal
directions of curvaturc, The smallest eigenvalue >.; should always bc elose to zero.

I >'~-),;(I I >.;->.; f )'
b(i,j) = -A-'- c I . bU,j))- I + --l'-(c, . b(i,j) c,

I ' ,

Other ways of combining the information supplied by the eigenvalues are of course
possiblc l e g decreasc the magnitude of the b U.j ) vectors when the orientation csti·
mates are uncertain.

6.6 Local Shape Analysis

It is necessary to include scale anaiysis to obtain estimates of 1\:1 and l'i:2, e g apply
the principal direction algorithm repetitively with different centre frequencies of the
filters. Such a schcme is used in the 2D implementation. But there is a number of
local shape features which can be oblaincd without scate analysis.

6.6.1 Umbilics

(6.41 )

Il is of inleresl to estimale Lhe rclationship between 1\:1 and "'2. Neighbourhoods with
1\:1 = 1\:2 are umbilics (chapler 6.1). Recallthat eq. (6,28) gives access to the principal
curvatures scaled by an unknown factor X. Comparison of the two estimates will
eliminate X. One such comparison formula is

( 2kl k, )"
kl + ki

where fr is a parameter used to conlrol the characleristics of the estimate. This
estimate does not require explicit solution of the eigenvalues of eq, (6.26) since

(6"2)
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and

which gives

(6.43)

(6.44)

6.6.2 Gaussian Curvature

The gaussian curvature ';1 f\.'l is another interesting shape feature. This requires esti·
malian of the sign of thc principal curvatures as weil. Ellipsoid surface pat.chcs have
positive gaussian CUfvaturc, cylinder ncighbourhoods have zcro gaussian curvature
and saddle areas have negative gaussian curvature.

The valnes of 1\:1 and 1\.2 are not explicitly known wilhout the scale space extension
of the algorithm. Il is possible to compute another feature, the Eggvalue. This
parameter has the same sign properties as the gaussian curvaturc and il is computcd
by

LCii

i e the eggvalue is the tface of a matrix e, where C is computed as

c = ( b{l,J) X bil,,) b{l,') x bl"J) bp,J) X b{l,J) )

6.1 Examples

(6.45)

(6.46)

The b(t,2) vohllne obtained from a synthctic grey level volume conlaining a cylinder
is visualized in fig. 6.5 as a 3D vedor plot with short vectors excluded. A similar
visualization lechnique is uscd in fig. 6.6 and 6.7. Fig. 6.6 contains the b{l,z) vedors
describing the principal direclions of an ellipsoid. The vedors are in this case
directed as a mixture of t l and t z. Separation of the principal directions using
eq. (6.27) gives the rcsult in fig. 6.7 which conlains the parts of the b(l,z) vectors
describing t I .

Fig. 6.8 conlains threc synthetic test volumes. An ellipsoid, a cylinder and a
saddle shape. Nate that both the cylinder and the saddle shape are truncated
at the volume edges. Fig. A.U shows the result of the local shape analys is. The
eggvalue (eq. (6,45)) is displayed in the top row with green eolour to indicate positive
values and red colour lo indicate negative values. The relation between the principal
curvature magniiudes (eq. (6.41)) is displayed in the bottom row with green coloul'
for cylinder neighbourhoods, red for umbilic neighbourhoods and blue in between.
The cerlainty of the estimates are in all images reprcsenled as image inlensity.

Processing of a 'real~world' volumc is displayed in fig. A.12 and A.l3. The head
in fig. 5.2 is used as input dala. Fig. A.12 displays the result obtaincd by a straight
forward differential gcomctry approach. The volume is first thrcsholdcd and made
into a range image. Filters are then used to obtain estimates of the first and sccond
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Figure 6.5: A look inside the b(t,2) description of a cylinder

Figure 6.6: The b(l.,) descripiion of an ellipsoid
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Figure 6.7: The bp ,2) description of t l

Figure 6.8: Thrce different shapcsj cgg, cylinder and ncck
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fundamental form and cambining them using eq. (6.11) to obtain an estimate of the
Gaussian curvature. This produces reasonable estimates of the sign of the Gaussian
curvature but the magnitudes of the estimates are extremcly unreliablc, with the
consequence of many erroneous sign eslimales when Klh:2 ~ O. The estimates in
fig. A.12 are thercforc producecl by combination over two scales. No total estimate
is produced if the two estimate disagree (black colour). Green colom indicates
positive Gaussian curvature and red calour negative Gaussian curvature.

A mare reasonable magnitucle estimate is produced by the cggvalue a.lgorithm
(tig. 1\.13), although the magnitude should be interpreted as a certainty measure
and not an estimate of IilK2. Good results have been obtained on other medical
volumes.

6.8 Summary

A tenSOl' representation of principal dircctions of curvaturc in 3D and an algorithm
which produces this representation have been presented. The principal dircctions
are estimated by a combinatioll of the filter outputs obtained by convolution of the
orientation data. One major bendit is that no thresholding is required. Another
is that the representation is continuous. The use of the centre of gravity vedors
together with the orientation tensor as representation climinates the problem of
handling the problems with discontinuities. The alternative representations of the
Ioeal frame (the two principal directions + the surface normal) have for instance
discontinuity problems in the neighbourhood of umbilic points. A benetit of using
a continuous representation is that relaxation can be implemented very simple: by
averaging.

Algorithms for detcction of umbilic points and estimation of the sign of the Gaus
sian curvature has also been presentcd. Rcsults of processing both synthetic and
real-world data have been given.

Appendices

6.A The Continuous Representation of Principal
Directions of Curvature

The 'uniqueness' requirement described in Knutsson [60] is demonstrated by rotation of
p,

Rotating P around t A rotation of Jr produces the opposite principal direction. A
rotation of 2iT produces the same principal direction.

Rotating P around n A rotation of 11" produces the opposite principal dircction. A
rotation of 211' produces the same principal direction.

Rotating P around x A rotation of 1f produces the same principal direction.
Rotation invariance is proved in appendix 6.1 arter the introduction of the algorithm.
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6.B The Complex-Valued Orientation Represen
tation

The problem of finding a suitable representation for orientation in 3D is discussed in
Knutsson (GO]. A representation is rcgarded suitablc if il meets thrcc basic requiremcnts:
Uniqueness, Uniformity and Polar sepambility.

• The 'uniqueness' requirement:
Thc mapping should map the gradient vettars x and -x onto the same valne in the
representa.tion space i e

M(x) = M(-x) (G.17)

• The 'uniform stretch' requirement:
Thc mapping should locally prCSCf\'C the anglc meteic of the original space, i e a
change of the orientation of x with 6. should change the orientation valne of the
representation of x with S6 where S is a 'stretch' constant.

• The 'polar separability' requirement:
As the information carried by the magnitude of the original vector x docs not nor·
mally depend on the \'ector angle, it is reasonable lo require that:

IIM(x)ll = f(lIx lD

i e the norm of M(x) is independent of the direction of x.

(6.'18)

The uniqueness criterioll is vcrifiec! by insertion of x and -x into eq. (6.16)-(6.18).
The unifonll stretch criterion is verified by examination of a transfOrlll;ttion of x by

use of a rotation matl'ix Q. This results in magnitude changes in the individuai complex
values of the mapping but this is not the issue here (see the polar separability cricrion).
Express x as x (WI2,WI3,W23) where x is the magnitude of the vector x <l.l1d 41'2,4113 and
4123 denotes angles, 4112 is the angle obtained by projection of x into the XI-X2-pl;tllC.
A rotation changes the anglcs by addition of .6. 12 , .6. 13 and .6.23. The complex numbcrs
rcprcscllting x will originally havc the arguments 2411'2. 24113 and 24123 and the rotation
changes thcm by addition of 2.6. 12 • 2.6. 13 and 2Li. 23, i.c thc stretch constant equals 2.

The polar separabilty is fulfilled by using the following norm for the representation.

3

IIM(x)1I = 2>
i=l

(GAD)

where r, denates the magnitudc of the complex numbcr obtained by cq. (6.16). Compu.
tation gives

r' - ~[(x' x')' +4x'x'] - ~(x' +x')' (G.50)1 - x2 l - 2 1 2 - x2 1 2

r' - ~(x' +x')' (G.51)2 - x2 1 3

r' - ~(x' +x')' (G.52)3 - x2 '2 3

and
2

IIM(x)11 = -(xi +xl + xD = 2x
x
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6.C Projection of 3D Normal Veetors into 2D
Veetors

(6.54)

The 3D vectors represent surface normals. Thc 2D vectors are in reaLity (cq. (6.16)-(6.18»
represented with 'double angle' . This is disrcgarded in the camputations here since il will
only alTect the speed of the angular changes and not the main dircction of angular change
(= the principal dircction).

Assumc a 3D neighbourhood of 3D-vectar valucd voxels. Let the neighbourhood be of
parabolic typc. i e locatcd on thc surface of a cylinder. Elliptic and hyperbolic surface types
will be dcalt with later. Separate the neighbourhood in one scalar 3D neighbourhood l

reprcscnting the length of the original 3D-veetors, and one 3D neighbourhood of unit
vectors, representing thc dircclion of the vector field. The ncighbourhood has a eUTvature
"'1 in the principal direction t 1 . Thc curvature rotates the normal vectors with rcspect to
a rotation axis Il.

A number of constrajnts originating from the behaviour of normal vcctors all a cylinder
can be used on n and t 1 , but this would result in a less general model. Thc model describes
one·dimensional (and later two-dimcnsional) direetion variations of 3D vcetors in aroitrar}'
3D ncighhourhoods. The surfaee-type neighbourhood eonstraints may weil be used in the
latcr stage of processing.

The 3D neighbourhood eontaining unit veetors is now expressed in equations. Fig. 6.3
ilIustratcs the model. Thc centre voxel (0,0,0) has the value (is dirccted as) a. The other
voxels are valued as

{

V = at 2cos~(sin ~Il x a)+ 2sin ~n x (sin ~n x a)
8 = "'I t l . e

n and t are unit vectors. e is the coordinate vcetor.
Eq. (6.54) can be rewl'itten as

Vl(() = eos8(ol-(n.a)nd+siIlO(n2(l3-1l3(12)+(n.a)nl

v,({) = cos8(a,-(n·a)n,)+sin8(n3ai-llia3)+(n.a)1l2

V3({) = cosO(a3-(n.a)n3)+sinO(llia'-ll,ad+(n·a)n3

where v(() :::; (Vh V2, vJ) is the value of the voxellocatcd at e. Nate Lhat

n·a:::; O

(6.55)

(6.56)

(6.57)

(6.58)

If this does not hold, a can be rcwritten as a' :::; a + d, where a' 1. n and d II Il. This
means that the neighbourhood can be expressed as the sum of two neighbourhoods, one
with rotating vectars and olle with a constallt vcetor field (d). An input of a constant
vector field neighbourhood to the algorithm produecs a zero output alld the collstant field
can be disregarded.

This simplifics the cquations to

eosOal + sin8(n203 - 1I3U2)

cosOa2+sin8(uJal- 1I1 aJ)

cos8aJ+sin8(nlo2- n20d

(6.59)

Introduce for simplicit}' a Ilew veetor c = n x a and rcwrilc eq. (6.59).

al eos 8 + el sill f)

a2 casO +C2 sin O
03 eos 8 + cJsin8
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Three different 3D to 2D projections can be made. A doser look at VI + iV2 yields

(
a, cos (j + Cl sin () ) _
a2cosB+c2sinB -

(
.!!..l.±f2.COsB-~Sin(}) (!!..l..=.fLcosB+f.l..±.!!.l.sin(})'. ' + ~. ' = (6.61)~s,n(j+ <1?;C' cos() ~sln(j+ ~cos(}

(~~:: ~~~~8) (::!:: )+ ( ~~: =: ~~;1,-~8) (::f: )
Combining this with the scalar 3D neighbourhood representing the length of the original
3D-vectors gives the following expression for the 3D neighbourhood of complex valued
numbers.

r(~)(J(~,,2y+(T)'cxp(i8(~))

+J(~)' +("' + el), exp( -i8({)) + X)
2 2

(6.62)

where r(e) denotes the 3D-vector lengtll and X denotes the contributian from the constant
vector field d introduced in eq. (6.58).

Taking th.is expressian to the Fourier domain gives

(6.63)

The projection of the 3D vector into a complex number thus results inta not one but
two shifts in the ronrier domain of the local neighbourhood. The two shifts are opposite
directed and the centre of gravity of the Fourier spectra will be located somewhere on the
line defined by t, either on the 'positive' or the 'negative' side depending on magnitude of
the two shifts.

This is sufficient for proving that the subspaces yields the correct shift for parabolic
neighbourhoods.

6.D Generalization of the Parabolic Model to
Elliptic and Hyperbolic Neighbourhoods

The algorithm must, however, be able to keep track of two principal directions, t 1 and
t2• to be able to handle arbitrary surfaces. Recall from eq. (G.19) that the approxima
tion of cylinder type Ileighbourhoods is () = "l t, . {. The marc general model with two
principal directions should be consistent with this approximation and to Euler's theorem
(eq. (6.10)). The neighbourhood can be decomposed into 2D slices which intersect the
2D-plane spanncd by the two principal directions of curvature at the angle o = t 1 + it 2 .

The rotation of thc 3D vectors (and the coJllplex~valued mappings) becomcs marc and
more one-dimensional when the slice thickness decreases. The direction of the rotation
changes will coillcide with either the direction defined by a or the opposite direction 0+ 11".

A curvature description for this particular slice shouId describe the amount of curvaturc,
Ii and the direction.
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The summation of the sLice-eurvature deseripliolls gives the total eurvature deseription
for the neighbourhoocl. Euler's thcorcm can be used to compute the contribution in the
il direction. The eontributiolI for a fixed a is Ii cos o. Integrating over a

(6.64)

rt is, due to symmetry, sufficient to integrate in the intcrvall [O ... 11' /2).
Likewisc, for i 2

1~ sin O(h\ cos2
fr +1i2 sin'2 o)do = h2 (6.65)

Thjs impljes that the direction of angular change for a complex-valued representation of
3D oricntation will equal

(6.66)

where i is the index of the coordinate not present in the 3D-veetor to eomplex-value
mapping.

6.E Estimation of Centre of Gravity

The objective is to show that quasi~quadraturefilters (eq. (6.22)) are suitable for the task
of localizing the centre of gravity of the rourier spectra. Assume that the Fourier spectra
eonlain one single impulse localed al p(coso,cosP,cos,), where p is the distance from
the origin and eos o, eosp and COS7 are the direction cosines.

The filter responses are, for a filter set distributed according to eq. (6.78), equal to

q\ = H p(p)j2(1 +cosa)

q, = IIp{p)j2{J +cosiJ)

q3 = Ifp {p)j2{l +C05")

q, = IIp (p)j2(1- cosa)

q, = Hp(p)j2{I-cosiJ)

q. = H p{p)j2{ J - C05")

Evalua'e eq. (6.21)

Lq,it = (q, - q"q, - q"Q3 - q.) = IIp{p){cusa,cosiJ,cos,)

(6.67)

(6.68)

(6.69)

(6.70)

(6.71)

(6.72)

(6.73)

6.F Obtaining Six Complex Filter Responses by
Four Scalar Filters

The objeclive is to show that cq. (6.21) for quasi-quadrature fillers dislributed according
to cq. (6.78) can be computed with four scalar filters.

Examination ore g Ifl(u) gives

() ( ) }.}, __ Hp(u) + Hpcosa __
H, u = /fp u . 2 2
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Note tl1at I-1 p(u) is an e\"cn fUllctioll and that Jlp(U) cosa is an odd function. This implies
that the spatial representation of III is lIermiti<ln (Bracewell [27]), i c

(6. (5)

where el is the cvcn part of hl and 01 is the odd part.
Obsen'e that

h,({)e,W = -2- = e,({) = ... = e.W· (6.76)

That is, the real part of thc complex valued filters hi are aU idcntical (and of Laplace
type). It is thus sufficient to convolve with one filter to obtain the response from the real
part of the eight filters.

The sccond observation that can be made is

e,W = -e.W
e,W = -e,W
e3W = -e6W

(6.77)

This implies that the cOllvolution with the imaginary part of the six filters can be obtained
by four convolutions and sign changes.

It is consequently enough to perform four (l + 3) scalar convolutions to obtain six
complex cOllvolutions.

6.G Fourier Domain Direetions of the Filter Set

The 6 normal vectors are given by:

n, l o o f
i12 o l o f
n3 o o l l" (6. (8)
iI,I -l o o )"
n, o -l o f
n6 o o -l f

6.H Implementation of the Algorithm

(6. (9)

1. COllvolvc the oricntation data (six scalars) with the six complex~valued filters, i e
perform GX 6 X 2 scalar collvolutiollS.

2. Computc for each of the index combinations i,j

6

bU,j) = L qijk ilk
k=1

where nk denotes the Fourier domain direction of filter 1.:. The scalar ....alne qijk is
computed by

(6.80)

with

qijke :::: hke * tii - hke * tjj - 2hko * tij

qijko :::: 2hke * tij +hko * tii - h ko * tjj

where t dellotes convolutioll, h :::: hke + ih ko denotes the spatial
filter I.: and tii, tij and tjj are elements of the oricntation tensor.

(6.81)

(6.82)

filter functioll of
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There are three different index comlJinalions; (1,2), (1,3) and (2 , 3) and eq. (6.79) will
consequclltly produce three different b-vcttors; b(l,2)1 bp ,3) and b(2,3)-

6.1 Rotation Invariance

This crilerion can be expresscd as

(6.83)

where b(i.j) dellolcs the magnitude of one of the centre of gravity estimates. X only
depends on the amount of cun-ature, the certainty of the orientation estimates and the
frequency characteristics of the quasi-quadrature filter used. That is, X is in\"ariant to the
principal directions_ Thjs wiIJ now be demonstrated for parabolic neighbourhoods with
one principal dircction t l _

Returning to cq. (6_63) and ils Fourier shifts and combining il with eq. (6.79) gives that
the 'positive' shift will result in a \"ector pointing in thc tl direction with the magnitude

(6.84)

Thc 'negative' shift wiU likewise produce a vcctor pointing in the -tt direction with
magnitudc

(6.85)

where }' dcpcnds on the frcqucney characteristics of thc quasi.quadralure filter together
with the shapc of R( u), the Ioeal Fburier transform of the magnilude function r(e)
(eq. (6.62)).

The summation of the t\\'o opposite directed vectors of eq. (6.63) gives b(t,2) of eq. (6.79)
with a magnitude equa! to

and consequently

b{l,2) = ~y Ja~ + c~ + 2alC2 +ai + c~ - 2a2cI

-~y Ja~ +c~ - 2atC2 +a~ +c~ +2a2cI (6.86)

Likewise

b[1.3) = }'2/2(ai +C5 +c; +aD - }'2/2J(ai + c5 +cr +a5)'2 - (2a1c3 - 2Cta3)2 (6.88)

b[2.3) = y2/2(a~ +c; + c~ + (l~) - y2/2J(lli + c1 + ci +a5F - (2U2C3 - 2C203)2 (6.89)

Obsen'c that

(U1C2 ~ a2cI? = m~

(alc3 - a3c.? = m' (6.90),
(a2c3 ~ a3c2)2 = m~
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and since a, c and m are ullit vectars,

af +a~ +aj ;; l

ef + e~ + ej ;; l

mf + m~ + mj ;; l

and orthogonal

UICI + 02C2 + 03C3 ;; O

0lmL + (12m2 +03m3 ;; O

Clml +C2m2 +C3m3 ;; O.

(6.91)

(6.92)

Finally, obsen'c lhat for orthogonal unit veetors m, a, c,

mi +ai +ci = l (6.93)

since the expression is leue for the tripIet (IDol, (OlO)T, (OOlf and rotating the tripiet
with an arbitrary rotation matrLX:

(

cos,cosa-cos{1sinasin7 eos7sina+cos{1cosasin"'l
- sin "'I eos a - cos{1 sin a eos "'I - sin, sin o +eos{1 eos a eos 7

sin,B sin a - sin {1 eos a

gives
sin {1 sin a

- sin {1 eos a
eos p

from which follows

sin1sin/l )
eos "'I sin,B

cosfJ
(6.94)

(6,95)

111j + aj + ej ;; l

inscrtion of cq. (6.90) and eq. (6.91) inta cq. (6.87) gives

b[I,2) ;; y2 - y2 /2(a~ + ej) - 1'2/2J{2mf +2m~ + 2m5 - 05 - cj)2 - 4m5

The expressian inside the square roat requires a furthcr investigation.

{2mi + 2m~ +2mj- oj- ej? - 4mj ;;

;; (2mf + 2m~ - aj- cj)2 +4m1 +smimj +Sm~mj - 4mja5 - 4mjcj - 4mj ;;
- (2 ' 2' , 'l' 4 '( '+ '+ ') 4 '+4 '(' , , ')- mI + m2 -a3 -c3 +,1113 m 3 711.1 m 2 - m3. m 3 mi +m2 -a3 - c3

=.
Finally using cq. (6.93) in cq. (6.100) gives

(2mi + 2m~ - aj - c1?
for the expression inside the square root, which simplifies cq. (6.97) to

2 :2 y:2:2 2 y:2 :2 :2 :2 :2 ,2 '2
b(l,,) = Y - T(aJ +cJ) - T(2m, +2m, - oJ - cJ) = l "'J

(6.96)

(6.97)

(6.98)

(6.99)

(6.100)

(6.101)

(6,102)

Likewise
b, l'"(I,J):::: m2

b, l'"(2,J);; mi

and

bl"~,) +b[.,J) +b["J) = y'
This implies rotation invariancc.

lOS

(6,103)

(6.104)

(6.105)



6.J Proof of eq. (6.44)

Examine a point on a surface with principal directions tl and 12 of curvatures K) and 1(2.

Thc b(i,j) estimates are

where m is thc rotation axis of t 1 and m' is the rotation axis of t2'

magnitude of the b(i,jrvcctors gives

(6.106)

Computing the

(6.108)

{ b(l,,)
~ .jqm5 +k~m;2

b(l,J) ~ Jk2m2 + k'lm'2 (6.107)l '2 '2 '2

bp,J) ~ .jqmi + kim~2

since t) and t 2 are pcrpendicular. Using eq. (6.107) to compute the denominator of
eq. (6.44) verifies

since m and m' are unit vectors.
Using eq. (6.106) to compute the cross products gives

{

b(l,'2) x b p ,3) = klk2(m3m~ - m~m2)tl X t 2
b(l.'l) X b(2.3) = ~1~2(m3m} - m~mdtl x t2

b O ,3) x b(2,J) = ktk2(m2ml - m2ml)11 X t2

Continuing with summation of the squarcd magnitudes of thc cross products

m5m;2 +m~2mi - 2m2mJm2ma+
m5m? +m;2 mi - 2ml m3mim3+
m1m? +m;2m~ - 2mlm2mim~)

(6.109)

(6.1I0)

The rotation axis vectors ffi and m' are perpendicular, i e m· m' = O. Squaring this
relation gives

(m. m')2 = mim~2 +m~m;2 +m5m;2 +2m2m3m;m; +2mlm3mlm; +2mlm2mlm; = O
(6.111)

which, inserted into cq. (6.110) gives

This verifies the nominator of cq. (6.44).

6.K Proof of eq. (6.45)

Denoting t l with t and t2 with t' for simpler indices gives

k1k2(m3m2 - m3m~)(t2t3 - tJt;) + k1k2(m3mi - m3md(t3ti - t1t3)+
k1k2(m;1n1 - m2mi)(t1t; - t2ti)
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IL is easy to \'crify (c guy rotating a parauolic surface patch around the surfacc normal)
that for an elliptic surfacc

{

111' =
t' = -Tn

Inscrtion inta eq. (6.113) gi\"cs

L Cij = k1k2[(t31n2 - 121n3f + (11m3 - 13ml)2 +(t2ml - tlm2)2j = k l k 2

Similarily for a hyperbolic surfacc

{ '~' : m

(6.114)

(6.115)

(6.116)

which gives
(6.117)
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Chapter 7

Using the Principal Direction
AIgorithm for Time Sequence
Processing

The interest in time sequcnce analysis have increased during the last decade. Olle
rcason is of COllrse thc introduction of mare powerful computers. Another is the
strong indications 1hat thc Active Vision approach [3, 6, 8] may solve many previ
ausly infeasible computcr vision problems. Reliable aptical Aow aigorithms are some
of the componenls in this mcthodology.

This chapter describes how thc algorithms for estimation of orientation and prin
cipal directions, dcscl'ibed in chapter 5 and 6, can be used for time sequcnce process
ing, where the oricntaLion and curvalme features represen t cntilies 5uch as velocily
and acceleration.

7.1 Introduction

Three different approaches can be disiillguishcd in the field of image analysis of time
sequences.

• Matching 20 image processing techniques are used on one frame at a time to
extract feature points, curves etc. ~ratching of the feature extraction result is
used to find the corresponding parts in the neighbour frames (49 1 50].

• Derivatives Thc solution to the optical now equation is approximated by the
lise of gradient filters. The filters are 3D-filters (two spatial dimensions + time)
[23,551·

• Signal Processing The 3D data set is anaiyzed with tooIs such as the Fourier
Transform to design algorithms for the estimation of the planes in the spatio
temporal daLa set originating from moving lines and curves originating from
moving points [38, l, 471.

The borderlines hetween these three methods are not always clear, and it is posslble
to lise algorithms which incorporate aspects of all of the three approaches. This
chapter will not clahorate on the virtues and clrawbacks of the different approaches.
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Figurc 7.1: Overview of acceleration aigorithm

The mcthods presented here can be considered to belong to the signal processing
approach.

A review of biologicai image motion proeessing can be found in Nakayama [75].
Recent developmenls in modelizalion of the human visual system suggest the exis
tenee of frequency and orientation channcls representing the local spatial, as weil
as the loeal spatio temporal image spedra, [51, 2]. In the latter ease the energy
coneentration in the loeal speetra to aparlieular orientation and frequeney channel
means a veloeity vedor with aparlicular direction and coarseness range. Adelson
and Bergen [1] as weil as Watson and Ahumada (97] and others have proposed hu
man visual motion sensing models based on the loeal speetra by means of the spatio
temporal filter respanses using separable filters of Gabor type.

The method presented here uses spatio-temporal filtering in a hierarchical struc
turc. Two algorithms, Olle for cstimation of veloeityloptical f10w and one for csti
malian of acceleration, are described. The two algorithms are closely related and
give et unified hierarchieal approach to time sequence proeessing. Fig. 7.1 shows the
algorithm componcnts. Results on both synthetic and real-world data are given.The
basic operation is spatio-temporal fIltering with polar separable 30 filters (two spa
tial dimensions and time).

An implication of time being the third dimension is that only half of the loeal
neighbourhood data is availablc at computation time in a real-time application.
The solution to this problem is to use recursive filters (e g Oudgeon and rVrersereau
[37]). However, the design and impicmcntation of recursive quadrature and quasi
qUil.drature filters are not discussed here.
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7.2 Velocity Estimation

It is shown in [60] LhaL thc cigcnvcctor corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of
thc tensor is thc normal vedor of the plane best clescribing the neighbourhood.
In the case of time sequcnces a plane means a moving line and the projection of
the eigenvector anta the image plane will give the aptical flow. In all aptical f10w
algorithms which relies on laeal operators, the so called aperture problem will givc
risc to an unspccificd vciocity component, the component moving along the line. On
the other hand the aperture problem does not exist when points are movcd in the
scqllcncc.

By cxamining the relations between the eigenvalues it is possible to di vide the
optical fiow estimatioll into different catcgories, and use different strategies in the
different cases. Case mlfnber two above gives a correct estimation of the velocity in
the image plane and is thus very important in the understanding of the motion.

The discrimination of the different cases is done by using the fol1owing discrimi
nant funetions:

At - A2
(7. l)Pplulle

Al
A, - ,13

(7.2)Plille
Al

,13
(7.3)Pi80 =

Al

These ex pressions can also be scen as the probability of eaeh case. The largest valne
dceides wha.t case it is.

A beneficiai property of the representation is that it easy to compute results from
different spatio-temporal seales [98]).

Estimation of vc10city in an image seqllence is equivalent to the 3D-orientation
estimation in the image-time vol11me. Vc10city estimates can be direetly obtained
from the orientation tcnsor. Different projections of the orientation tensol' provides
with information abollt both spatial orientation of the loeal structure and thc opti~

cal flow. Velocity is measured by ea1culat.ing t.he energy relation betwcen the spatial
dimensions and the time dimension. Tn areas of moving point type a tnte vclocity
estimate is prodllccd. In single orientation areas the velocity eomponent perpen
dicular to the loeal strllctllre is produced. The relations between the eigcnvalllcs
indicates which type of local neighbourhood that is described. A more detailed
description of the algorithm can be found in [H] and Haglund [41].

7.3 Acceleration Estimation

Acceleration in thc image often rcfers to a significant event in the image. IL is an
important wa.y of finding interesting regions. The addition of acceleration informa
tion gives a I1llIuber of advantages, both as a feature in itself and as an information
support to the velocity algorithm .

• The measurement of acceleration indicates weather a linear movement modc1
is sufficient or when an acceleration model bas to be incorporatcd.
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• The estimation of acceleration improvcs the capabilit)' to track and discriminate
moving objccts .

• The discrimination betwcen curvatures originating from accelerating lines, non
accelerating curvcs and nois)' neighbourhoods aids the velocity algorithms in
the choice between moving line and moving point.

The spatio-temporal surfacejcurve supplies information regarding these different
cases. An acceleration give raise to a curvature of the spatio-temporal surface or a
curvature/torsion of the spatio-temporal curve. Curvature can also originate from
other sources than accelerat.ion. Consider for example a circ1e moving with constant
velocity. This indicales that curvature and acceleration are not proportionaL A
fixed acceleration will give a substantiaI spatio-temporal curvature for velocities in
the range near zcro and almost no curvature near the maximum detectable veiocit)'.
It is on the other hand not important to have exact estimates of the acceleration
for the cases when it 0111)' has minor infiuence on the movements of the objeet.
An acceleration algorithm basecl on the estimaLion of spatio-temporal curvature is
consequently feasible.

The Iocal curvaturc of a surface is implicit in the local orientation representation.
A plane surface has only one eigenvalue f. O, but this is not the case for surfaces
with curvature. A cylinder type surface could for illstance have.\2 = 0.5.\1' But this
could aIso be the case for a plane surface in a noisy neighbourhood. A curvature
description of the loeal neighbourhood would, however , discriminate betwecn the
two cases.

The acceleration algorithm is short]y described by the following steps:

1. Estimate the principal directions of curvature of the spatio-temporal surface.

2. Combine the principal direction estimates with the eigcnvector of the orienta
tion tenSOl' corresponding to the optical Aow to extract. the eurvaturc originating
from acceleration.

3. Combinc curvature direction estimates from different spatio-temporal channels
to obtain an estimate of the acceleration.

7.3.1 From Principal Directions to Acceleration Direction

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the orientaLion tensor are used to choose the
direction of curvature t originating from acceleration. The correct t is pointing in
the same diredion as the 3D velocity vedor l v. The cllfvature originating from
acceleration is obtained by

bli,j) = (v . b(i,j))v (7.4)

A 2D vedor pointing in the acceleration direetion is obtaincd by combining the
time component of the b' vectors in the folJowing manner.

CASE point
b' 'b'(1.3)3 + 1. (2,3)3
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CASE line/curve lraflsiation

CASE lille/curve rotalion
b' 'b'- {I.3)3 - t (2.3)3

(7.6)

(7.7)

The discrimination between point/line is done with the earlier dcscribcd analysis of
the orientation tensor (eq. (7.1)-(7.3» and b(I,Z) discriminates bctwcen rotation and
translation since m3 (see eq. (6.25» by necessity equals zero for curvature originating
from acceleration originating from translation. Other types of consistency checks,
c.g. to ensure that the components of the acceleration direction vector always have
the coned sign, are under implementation. Rotating and translating lines, arbitrary
movements of points and translation of curvcs are cUITently handled correctly by
the algorithm. Evcnts sllch as moving corners etc. are under investigation.

7.3.2 Estimation of amount of acceleration

The spatio-temporal channels [98J supplys the mcans for estimation of amount of
acceleration. Note that subsampling time will increase the spatio-temporal curvature
around v = 0, subsampling the spatial dimensions will increase the spatio-temporal
curvature around u = Um""" and subsampling all dimensions incrcases the spatial
temporal curvature in the whole range of v. This implies that a scale analysis scheme
call be used to estimate the amount of acceleration. The mapping from curvature
1\. to acceleration a [90] is obtained by

7.4 Results

a = ~(I + u')'/' (7.8)

The moving point case is, as indicated by eq. (7.5), relatively simple. Correct cs
timates of 3D (two spatial dimensions + time) curves, having both curvalure and
torsion, are produced by the combination of the information from thc orientation
tensor T and thc principal direetion of curvature tensor P. IIowever, no such exam
ples are included here. The two examj>ies given, one synthetic and one real-world
image sequence, have higher degree of dimculty.

The synthetic examplc demonstrates that curves moving with constant velocity
can be discriminaled from curvature originating from acceleration. The time se
qllence contains a circ1e moving with eonstant \'elocity in time·varying white Galls
sian noise. The direction of the movement changes onee in the seqllence. The upper
part of ng. A.lt! contains one frarne in the beginning of the time sequenee with the
circ!c moving right and down. The (empty) acceleration estimate is displayed to
the right. The lower part contains the frame in whieh the sudden change of Illove
ment oecurs. The dircction of movcment is changed to left and down. This is also
indieated in the direction of acceleration estimate to the right where the red colom
represents acceleration to the lcft.

The final cxample is a time-sequence of a bungy jllmp taking place at Skipper's
Canyon outside Queenstown, New Zealand. The sequencc is recorded with a stan
dard VHS camera, tracking the jumper. The camera zooms during the scqllence
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with the diaphragm adapting to different light conditions (bright sunshine in com
bination with the shadow under the bridge). Tt is hard to deduce the ground truth
for all the frames in this sequence1 hut the apparent movement cbange in the frame
chosen in fig. A.I5 has good correspondence with the acceleration direction esti
mate. The bungy chord starts to stretch in this frame and a prcviously fiat fall is
changing inta a dive. This change, combined with the tracking movements of the
camera, gives an acceleration to the left. The result is superimposed on the original
frame. The red colour indicates acceleration to the left. This result was obtained
by a spatio-temporal subsampling eliminating interlacing artifacts [98] followed by
the orientation and principal direction estimation and finally the combination into
an estimate of the acceleration direction.

l Although I tried lo keep my body rigid!
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Part III

4D - Volume Sequence
Processing

The creatures {Tmlfamadorians} wel'e friend/y, and they cou/d see in
four dimensions. They pitied Earth/ings for being ab/e to see on/y three.
They had many wondelju/ things to teach Earth/ings, especia//y about time.

"SLAUGHTER HOUSE-5"- Kurt Vonnegut
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Chapter 8

Estimation of 4D Orientation

Four-dimensional data have been of relatively little interest in the computer vision
community l but this is rapidly changing. There are at last three different reasons
for this:

Visualization Methods for the visualization of 4D (or even higher dimensionality)
data is evolving within the scientific visualization field (See Nielson et al [77J
for an introduction).

Imaging Some techniques for acquisition of time sequences of volumes already exist.
The Dynamic Spatial Reconstruetor from the Mayo Clinic is fast enough to
acquire spatial 3D + time data [85J. A volume-time sequence of a heart beating
is available from INRIA-Paris [73J.

Modelling The use of explicit 4D modeling makes it possible to handle complex
vision tasks. The self-driving car of Dickmanns and Graefe [34, 35J represents
both 3D space and time in its world mode!. Another example is scale-space
techniques, which when applied on volume data or ordinary time-sequences
introduces scale as the fourth dimension.

These facts taken togetheI' with the introduetion of more powerful computers imply
that the need of algorithms for 4D image processing is likely to increase.

Time sequences of volumes are examples of 4D images. Interesting events in this
type of data are for instance the orientation and motion of surfaces and lines. These
events can all be described in terms of 4D orieniation.

This chapter presents the 4D implementation of the orientation algorithm de
scribed earlier in this thesis (chapter 2.1 and 5).

8.1 The Tensor Representation

Recall from chapter 5 that the representation of orientation is

(8.1 )

14D has been used in other areas, see e g [92]
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where x is the length of the veetor x. For x T = (Xl> X2, X3, X4), T becomes

(

x~ X1 X 2 X1 X3 X1 X4 l
l X1X2 x~ X2X3 X2X4

; X1X3 X2X3 x~ X3X4

X1X4 X2X4 X3X4 x~

(8.2)

The following seetions describe the realization of this representation using filtering
and tensor summation. Techniques for the visualization of the orientation estimates
are also described.

8.2 The AIgorithm

The 4D implementation uses the same type of quadrature filters used for 2D and
3D orientation estimation (appendix 8.A). The local orientation representation is
obtained by linear summation of the quadrature filter output magnitudes

J(

T = L qk( nd1[ - a I)
k

(8.3)

where qk is the output from quadrature filter k, nk is the orientation of quadrature
filter k, I is the identity tensol' and a is a constant.

The eigenveetor el of the largest eigenvalue ),1 of the tensol' T in eq. (8.3) corre
sponds to the dominant orientation of the neighbourhood. A neighbourhood with a
plane having zero acceleration will have one eigenvalue ),1 being significantly larger
than the other eigenvalues. Other types of neighbourhoods will have different dis
tributions of the eigenvalues.

The filters should be distributed symmetrically over half of the Fourier space.
This implies that the filters should be distributed in accordance with the vertices
of a regular polytope. The choice is further limited by the restrietion that ](, the
number of filters, should be greater than 8 (See Knutsson [60] for a discussion of this
requirement). This leaves the 24-cell (Coxeter [30]) as the only alternative. (Com
putationai complexity makes the 120-cell and the 600-cell unrealistic alternatives.)

The frequency domain coordinates for the 12 filter directions are given in ap
pendix 8.B. Appendix 8.C verifies that eq. (8.3) results in the desired representation
and determines the value of a (eq. (8.3)) to ~.

8.3 Visualization

The estimates produced by the orientation algorithm outlined in this chapter can
be seen as ten scalar values jointly describing the situation for each neighbourhood.
This type of data can not be visualized using standard techniques. The following
method is proposed for visualization of the results, where the data representation is
projeeted into a complex number.

1. Choose two indices k and l.
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Figure 8.1: Projection of the 24~cell

2. Compute the complex number x-l [(tu - tll) + i2tkd for the 4D-orientation
data set. This corresponds in some sense to the 'double angle' representation
(chapter 2.1).

3. Map the complex numbers to the colour circ1e, letting the magnitude determine
the intensity and the argument determine the colour.

4. Visualize the colour coded data set with a 'standard' visualization technique.

Six different 'representation-projections' of the above kind can be done. Positions in
the data set where the projection, chosen by the indices, fits will have high intensity,
and the colour will indicate the '2D~orientation'for the index-pair. Positions where
data and projection do not match will have low intensity.

This is the 4D counterpart of the 3D visualization method desCl'ibed in chap
ter 5.4. The general method with arbitrary orientation of the colour circ1e (chap
ter 5.4.1) can of course also be used.

The so called 'standard' visualization techniques deserve a few comments. Two
different techniques have been used for the evaluation of the algorithm implementa
tion.

The more general of the methods is volume time sequences, where volume ren
dering is used to visualize three dimensions and the fourth dimension is represented
by time.

The second method is to use a small 2D coordinate system within a large 2D
coordinate system, i e ordering of the 6-6 slices in a 6-~4 mesh (see fig. 8.2). This
less sophisticated method does work very weil for simple 4D-shapes and gives some
insight in the properties of 4D. Both of the techniques are used to visualize the 4D
images in this document.
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Figure 8.2: A simple 4D visualization technique with a coordinate system within
the coordinate system. Note that the spatial coordinate x in the figure corresponds
to 6 in the text. Likewise, y = 6, z = 6, w = e4

8.4 Results

Two examples of processing on synthetic 4D data are given, one 'sphere' and one
'cylinder'.

The quadrature filters used were designed in the Fourier domain using eq. (8.9)
with

HAu) = exp(-_1-ln2 (2u/11")) , u E [O .. 11"J.
In2

(8.4)

This is a so called lognorm filter function with centre frequency 11" /2 and a bandwidth
of 2 octaves. This radial function is plotted in fig. 8.3.

The spatial representation of the quadrature filters were obtained by 4D DFT.
Hardware limitations constrained the filters to a maximum size of the neighbourhood
to 7 x 7 x 7 x 6.

8.4.1 The 4D Sphere

The points located on the 4D sphere fulfil the equation

(8.5)

The sphere is visualized in fig. 8.4 using the technique of fig. 8.2. The sphere can
be thought of as a time sequence, starting with an empty volume, where a point
appcars and expands to a huge ball, after which it shrinks back into nothingness.

The sphere used in the experiments has been generated with a smooth surface,
i e equality in eq. (8.5) is not necessary.

Visualization of the result of the orientation estimation is displayed in fig. A.16
A.21 using the technique described in section 8.3.
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Figure 8.3: A lognorm filter with centre frequency 7r /2 and a bandwidth of 2 octaves.
The plot unit is degrees.

Figure 8.4: The 4D sphere visualized with a coordinate system within the coordinate
system.
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Fig. A.16 visualizes the orientation in terms of the projection plane corresponding
to the small coordinate system, while fig. A.21 visualizes the orientation in terms
of the projection plane corresponding to the large coordinate system. Fig. A.17
A.20 are all displaying the orientation in terms of a representation projection plane
corresponding to one 'small' coordinate and one 'large' coordinate.

Note how positions in the data set where the projection, chosen by the ipdices,
fits have high intensity. Positions where data and projection do not match have low
intensity.

8.4.2 The 4D Cylinder

The name '4D cylinder' will here denote asurface which fulfils the equation

(8.6)

where (1/1,1/2,1/3,1/4) are cartesian coordinates for a cordinate system v not necessarily
coinciding with the e system. Note that there exists a matrix Q which fulfils the
equation

Qe = v. (8.7)

This type of surface has one single principal direction and is a suitable test for
verification of the algorithm presented in the next chapter. The cylinder used here
has the transformation matt'ix

(

0.8920 0.4283 0.0162 -0.1439)
O 0.1294 0.8660 0.4830

Q = -0.0290 -0.2382 0.4997 -0.8323
0.4511 -0.8620 O 0.2310

(8.8)

which corresponds to four consecutive rotations; 1r/6 in the (6'~3) plane, 1r/4 in the
(6,~4) plane, 1r/3 in the (6,6) plane and 51r/12 in the (~2'~4) plane.

The cylinder is displayed in fig. 8.5 with the volume time sequence method and
the orientation results are collected in fig. A.22.

8.5 Conc1usion

Hardware limitations have made the tests of the algorithm quite painful, but the
few tests made indicate that the algorithm produces robust and accurate estimates
and degrades 'gracefully' in the presence of noise.

Appendices

8.A Filter Shape

The quadrature filters used have the frequency response

{
Hk(U) = Hp(U)(iJ.. nk?

Hk(u) = o
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Figure 8.5: The 4D cylinder yisualized as a yolurne time sequence. This is frame 12
with yolurne rendering of 6,6 and 6 for ~4 = 12.

where nk is a unit vector defining the filter direction, u is the frequency with u being the
length of the frequency vector and fl is a unit vector directed as u. The output qk of the
corresponding quadrature filter will be a complex number. The magnitude qk of qk will
be phase invariant (implying local sllift invariance) and the argument argeqk) represents
the local phase.

In other words, the filter shape is polar separable, the radial part of the function (Hp ( u))
is arbitrary but positive (usually some type of bandpass function) and the angular part
varies as cos2 ( <p), where <p is the difference in angle between u and the filter direction nk.

8.B Filter Directions
The 12 filter directions are given in cartesian coordinates by:

nI c (1, 1, O, of
n2 c (1, -1, o, of
n3 c (1, o, 1, Of
n4 c (1, o, -1, of
ns c (1, o, o, l)T

n6 c (1, o, o, _l)T
(8.10)n7 c (O, 1, 1, of

ng c (O, 1, -1, o)T
ng c (O, 1, o, l)T

nIO c (O, 1, O, -If
nu c (O, o, 1, If
nl2 c (O, o, 1, -If
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where c = ~.

8.C Filter Combination
This section verifies that eq. (8.3) results in the desired representation. The value of fr

(eq. (8.3)) is determined to ~ by the derivation. The analysis will deal only with real valued
neighbourhoods of one-dimensional variation, i e neighbourhoods that can be expressed
as

I(e· ns) (8.11)

where eis the spatial coordinate and n; = (Xl,X2,X3,X4) is a unit vector oriented along
the axis of maximal signal variation.

For this type of signal the Fourier transform is non-zero only on the line defined by

u o:: ns (8.12)

Thus the situation can be treated as 1-dimensional and, using eq. (8.9) and 1-dimensional
filter theory, it is not hard to show that the magnitude of the quadrature filter output (as
a function of the signal orientation) is given by

(8.13)

where d can be considered a constant, as it is independent of the filter orientation and
depends only on the magnitude and radial distribution of the signal spectrum.

Insertion of eq. (8.10) and eq. (8.13) into eq. (8.3) is fairly straightforward. The ele
ments of the nkn[:s are given by

= " U10 O)
- -T 100
llllll O O O

O O O

,(-: -1 O

n- -T 1 O
ll2 ll 2 C O O O

O O O

f
o 10)

- -T O O O
ll3 ll3 C 1 O 1 O

O O O O

" (
1 O -1 O)

- -T O O O O
ll4 ll4 -1 O 1 O

O O O O

,e O O

1)
- -T O O
llSllS C O O O

1 O O
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The magnHude of the outputs from the 12 quadrature filters are given by
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Next, calculating the sum

(8.15)

(8.16)

yields the components of T"

tu = d'(xix-2 +!)
t22 = d'(X~x-2 +!)

t33 = d'( x5X-2 +!)

t44 = d'(x~X-2 +!)

(8.17)

where d' = 2d.
It is evident that if the quantity !d' is subtracted from the diagonal elements of T"

the resl1lt will be of the desired form.

T' = T" - !d' = d'fisfi;
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Finally calculate the sum of all quadrature filter output magnitudes.

Combining eqns. (8.16), (8.18) and (8.19) yields the desired result:

1T'(d'ns ) = L,.qk(nkn[ - -1)
k 3
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Chapter 9

Curvature Estimation in 4D

It is easy enough to make faulty assumptions and mistakes when one is dealing with
the geometry of three dimensions1 . This is somewhat peculiar since it seems that
the experience of living in three space would give the necessary insights.

The nature of Four-dimensional space is on the other hand nothing that one is
naturally familiar with. The problem of 4D visualization taken together with the
computational complexity of the algorithms makes it hard to test and evaluate the
performance and correctness of the methods.

One of the components of the curvature model is rotation. This operation is
trivial in 2D and well known in 3D with procedures such as rotation matrices,
quaternions, etc. Four-dimensional rotation is less intuitive. Such a rotation takes
place in a 2D plane and has not one but two rotation axes, which at first may seem
a bit disturbing.

9.1 The 4D Principal Direction AIgorithm

The principal direction algorithm is readily modified for four-dimensional data.

9.1.1 Input Data

Note that six 'double angle' complex values can be obtained from the orientation
tensor.

(x~ - x~) + i2xIX2 (9.1)

(x~ - x5) + i2xIX3 (9.2)

(x~ - x~) + i2x1X4 (9.3)

(x~ - x5) + i2x2X3 (9.4)

(x~ - x~) + i2x2X4 (9.5)

(x5 - x~) + i2x3X4 (9.6)

Eqns. (9.1), (9.2) and (9.4) are the same as for the 3D tensol' ( eqns. (5.10)-(5.12)).

lReaders with a different opinion are recommended to~ead [67, 68]
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Figure 9.1: The 16-cell with its eight vertices and 24 edges.

A plausible approach for curvature estimation would be to apply the procedure
used in 3D for estimation and representation of the principal directions. The next
sections examine the possibilities to use this strategy and describe the implementa
tion. Note that it is necessary to estimate the shift of the local Fourier spectrum in
all of the six subrepresentations, and that the representation consequently would be
constituted by a set of six 4D vectors.

9.1.2 Shift Estimation

The shift theorem of the Fourier Transform is valid in 4D.

where R(u) is the Fourier transform of the magnitude function r(e). Likewise, the
linear model of a local neighbourhood with one dominant curvature can be used.

(9.8)

where the vector t is directed along the dominant direction.
And these two equations, eq. (9.7) and (9.8), imply, in accordance with the 2D

and 3D counterparts, that estimates of the centre of gravity of the local Fourier
spectra estimate the curvature for this type of neighbourhood.

The same shift estimation algorithm can be used, i e filtering the input data with
symmetrically distributed filters combined with a vector summation of the filter
responses. A preferable choice of 4D body for the Fourier domain distribution of the
filters is the 16-cell (see fig. 9.1). The coordinates for the Fourier domain directions
of the filters are given in appendix 9.A. It is demonstrated in appendix 9.C that this
filtering realization only requires five scalar 4D filters. Keeping this number low is
essentiai since the input data consists of ten different scalar fields. The 16-cell will
thus require 50 4D convolutions, a number which is even worse for other 4D bodies.

The quasi-quadrature filter is the same as in 2D and 3D, i e polar separable with
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the radial function H p being a bandpass filter and the angular function equals

{
Ho(u) = cos2 ~
B = arccos(fi.. iid . (9.9)

One difference is, however, that it is necessary to use a slightly modified vector
summation formula to obtain a shift estimate suitable for the principal direction
representation. The new formula is

bli
l

b'•
(9.10)

The reason for this slightly modified vector summation is given in the proof given
in appendix 9.E.

9.1.3 The Representation

The representation consists of six 4D-vectors, obtained by using eq. (9.10) on the
six complex-valued data sets obtained by eqns. (9.1)-(9.6). It has been discussed
that the shift of the centre of gravity of the Fourier spectra is correctly estimated by
eq. (9.10). This is but one of the items on the list of criteria which is necessary to
fulfil to have a suitable representation of the principal directions and an algorithm
which produces this representation. The rest of the list is as follows:

• The data-projection from tensor to complex number results in a Fourier spec
trum, where the direction of the shift coincides with the principal direction.

• The representation is rotationai invariant.

• The representation is continuous.

• The representation can handle three principal directions.

The first item on the list above concerns the algorithm, while the other items concer'n
the representation. The appendices at the end of this chapter demonstrate and
discuss that these requirements are fulfilled. Note from the list above that a 3D
hypersurface embedded in a flat 4D space has three principal curvatures "I, "2 and
"3 with principal directions of curvature t l , t 2 and t3 [59].

The representation of the principal directions of curvature is:

b'l
b'2
b'3
b'4
b'5
b'6

(9.11)

where ni and mi are the two rotation axes of tj. The magnitude of the scalar X j

depends on the energy (certainty) of the orientation estimates in the neighbourhood
and~he fit between the principal curvature "j and the frequency characteristics of
the filters used.
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9.1.4 From the Representation to the Principal Directions

The principal directions are obtained by computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of

9.2 Results

6
~b/b~T
L.J l l

;=1
(9.12)

The examples of processing on synthetic 4D data are the same as in chapter 8, the
'sphere' and the 'cylinder'.

The quasi-quadrature filters used to filter the orientation tensol' data were de
signed in the Fourier domain with a lognorm function as the radial part of the
polar separable filter function. The spatial representation of the quasi-quadrature
filters were obtained by 4D DFT. Hardware limitations constrained the filters to a
maximum size of the neighbourhood to 7 x 7 x 7 x 6.

The output from the principal direction algorithm consists of six 4D-vectors. Each
such 4D-vector is separated into two 2D-vectors for visualization. The scheme for
display of 4D orientation described in chapter 8.3 is used with some modifications.
Intensity and colour are used to represent magnitude and argument of the complex
numbers (i e 2D vectors) in combination with the technique where a coordinate
system is located within the coordinate system (fig. 8.2). The differences are that
two such 'meta-images' are needed, one for each 2D vector, and that the colour here
represents principal directions of curvature and not orientation.

The output of the principal direction estimation is displayed with the b:1 + ib:2

parts to the left and the b:3 + ib:4 parts to the right.

9.2.1 The 4D Sphere

The orientation data was resampled before the use of the principal direction algo
rithm. Reducing each dimension by a factor of two reduces the 4D data set to 1/16
of the original spatial dimensions. The benefit of this quite substantiai reduction
is obvious when one considers the fact that the orientation information consists of
ten scalar values per data element. Two different b::s are shown in each figure
(fig. A.23-A.25).

9.2.2 The 4D Cylinder

The 4D cylinder has one single principal direetion, and the six 4D veetors produced
by the principal direction algorithm should for this type of data be direeted along
one single line. The veetors are pairwise either equally or opposite directed. This is
verified by examination of fig. A.26.

9.3 Conc1usion

This chapter has presented the generalization of the principal direetion algorithm to
4D. The use of the output from this algorithm, such as the estimation of the sign of
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the gaussian curvature, has not been explored, partly due to hardware limitations.
However, the discussion in this chapter taken together with the results of processing
on synthetic data indicates that the principal direction algorithm has the potential of
being quite useful in the processing of 4D images when such data becomes available.

Appendices

9.A Fourier Domain Directions of the Filters
The filters are distributed as the vertices of a 16-cell (fig. 9.1).

nI = ( 1 O O of (9.13)

n2 = ( O 1 O of (9.14)

n3 = ( O O of (9.15)

n4 = ( O O O If (9.16)

ns = ( -1 O O of (9.17)

n6 = ( O -1 O of (9.18)

n7 = ( O O -1 of (9.19)

ns = ( O O O -1 f (9.20)

9.B Rotation Invariant Shift Estimation

The eight filters have, for an impulse located at p(cosa,cosjJ,cosl,coso), the response

ql = Hp(p)/2(1 + cosa)

q2 = Hp(p)/2(1 +cosjJ)

q3 = Hp(p)/2(1 +coSJ)

q4 = Hp(p )/2(1 + cos o)

qs = Hp(p)/2(1- cosa)

q6 = Hp(p)/2(1- cosjJ)

q7 = Jlp(p)/2(1- COSI)

qs = Hp(p )/2(1 - cos o)

Computation of bli (eq. (9.10)) yields

bli = H;(p)(cosa,cosjJ,cosl,coso)

and consequently
b' = Hp(p)(cos a, cosjJ, COSI' cos o)
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9.C Obtaining Eight Complex Filter Responses
by Five Scalar Filters

(9.31)

Examination of e g Hl(u) gives

H ( )-H ( ).H _ Hp(u) Hpcosa_
lU- pU 0- 2 + 2 -

Note that H p(u) is an even function and that H p(u) cos a is an odd function. This implies
that the spatial representation of Hl is Hermitian (Bracewell [27]), i e

(9.32)

where el is the even part of hl and 01 is the odd part.
Observe that

(9.33)

That is, the real parts of the complex valued filters hi are all identical (and of Laplace
type). It is thus sufficient to convolve with one filter to obtain the response from the real
parts of the eight filters.

The second observation that can be made is

el (e)
e2(e)
e3(e)
e4(e)

-es(e)
-e6(e)
-e7(e)
-es(e)

(9.34)

This implies that the convolution with the imaginary parts of the eight filters can be
obtained by four convolutions and sign changes.

It is consequently enough to perfonn five (1 + 4) scalar convolutions to obtain eight
complex convolutions.

9.D The Direction of Fourier Spectra Shift Co
incides with the Principal Direction

Assume that the neighbourhood contains one single principal eurvature. The normal
vectors of the 4D-surface can for this type of neighbourhood be approximated by

VI al cos () +Cl sin ()
V2 a2 cos () +C2 sin ()

(9.35)
V3 a3 cos () +C3 sin ()
V4 a4 eos () +C4 sin ()

where v = (Vb V2, V3, V4) is the normal veetor located at a point with (local) coordillates
e. a is the normal veetor of the neighbourhood origin and e is avector orthogona.\ to a.
The veetors a and e span a 2D sub-space of the 4D vector space.

The parameter () is eomputed as ii:l(tl·e). t l dellotes the principal direction, ii:l denotes
the amount of eurvature and ethe (local) coordinate.

This corresponds to a 4D neighbourhood with vectors rotating around two axes ffi and
n, and the formulation above (eq. (9.35)) is the counterpart of the linear approximation
of eurvature used in 2D in chapter 2 (eq. (2.10))and in 3D in ehapter 6 (eq. (6.19)).
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Changes in length (magnitude) of the vectors do not infiuence the model, since magni
tude changes and angular changes are separated in the model formulation (eq. (9.7) and
(9.8)). It is for that reason no loss of generality to assume that the vectors a, e, m and n
are of unit length.

Inspection of one of the data projections, e g (V1' V2), will reveal both similarities and
differences to the 3D algorithm, but first a short repetition of the neighbourhood model,
which requires the same modification as in 3D (chapter 6). The model is still polar
separable with

(9.36)

where r(e) describes the changes in magnitude (Jvi +vD and <I>(e) describes the
angular changes. An examination of (Vb V2) with the objective to obtain an expression for
<I>(e) where it is possible to utilize the shift theorem gives

- sin -f) ) (
eos -f)

(:~ ) (
al cos f) +C1 sin f) ) =
a2 cos f) + C2 sin f)

(

a, +C2 COS f) _ a2-C, sin f)) (a'-C2 cos f) +~ sin f) )
2 2 + 2 2 =

a, tC2 sin f) + a2;cl eos f) c2;a, sin f) + CJ 1a2 cos f)

(
cosf) -Sinf)) ( ~) (eos-f)
sin f) cos f) a2 ;cJ + sin-f)

(9.37)

This implies that <I>(e) can be written as

(9.38)

The projection of the 4D orientation into a eomplex number thus results into not
one but two shifts in the Fourier domain of the local neighbourhood. These two shifts
are opposite directed and eq. (9.10) produces avector pointing in the direction of the
strongest one.

9.E Rotation Invariance

This criterion can be expressed as

6

L:(b;)2 = X 2

;=1

(9.39)

where bi denotes the magnitude of one of the six 4D-vectors describing the local Fourier
spectra shifts of the eomplex-valued data sets (eqns. (9.1)-(9.6)).

X only depends on the amount of curvature, the certainty of the orientation estimates
and the frequency characteristics of the quasi-quadrature filter used. That is, X is invariant
to the principal direction t 1.

Returning to eq. (9.38) and its Fourier shifts and eombining it with eq. (9.10) gives that
the 'positive' shift will result in avector pointing in the t 1 direction with the magnitude

(9.40)
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The 'negative' shift will likewise produce avector pointing in the -t l direction with
magnitude

(9.41)

where Y depends on the frequency characteristics of the quasi-quadrature filter together
with the shape of R(u), the local Fourier transform of the magnitude function l'(e)
(eq. (9.7)).

Summation of the two opposite directed vectors of eq. (9.38) gives b; of eq. (9.10) with
a magnitude equal to

(9.42)

An investigation of eq. (9.42) using the following relations derived from the determinant
formula for 4D vectors

gives

~~~+~~~+~~~-~~~-~~~-~~~

aln4m3 + a3nlm4 + a4n3ml - aln3 m 4 - a3n4ml - a4 n l m 3

(9.43)

(9.44)

and

(9.45)

(9.46)

Insertion of eq. (9.45) and (9.46) into(9.42) gives

b~ YI(ai + a~)(n4m3 - n3m4) +ala3(nlm4 - n4ml) (9.47)

+ ala4(n3ml - nlm3) +a2a3(n2m4 - n4m2) + a2a4(n3m2 - n2m3)!

Rearranging the terms

b~ YI(ai +aD(n4m3 - n3m4) + (alnl +a2n2)a3m4 (9.48)

(aln} +a2n2)a4m3 + (alml +a2m2)a4n3 - (alml +a2m2)a3n41

Insertion of
(9.49)

and
(9.50)

into eq. (9.48) gives

b~ YI(ai +aD(n4m3 - n3m4) - (a3n3 + a4n4)a3m4 (9.51)

+ (a3 n3 +a4n4)a4m3 - (a3m3 +a4 m 4)a4 n3 + (a3 m 3 +a4 m 4)a3n41

Simplifying

b~ = YI(ai +a~ +a5 +a~)(n4m3 - n3m4)!

and finally using that a is a unit vector
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Likewise

b'2
b;
b'4
b'5
b'6

Yln2m4 - n4 m 21

Yln2m3 - n3m 21

Ylnlm4 - n4m l1

Ylnlm3 - n3m 11

Ylnlm2 - n2 m d

(9.54)

(9.55)

(9.56)

(9.57)

(9.58)

Using eq. (9.53)-(9.58) to compute the square sum

(n2m3 - n3m2)2 + (nlm3 - n3ml)2 + (nlm2 - n2 mt}2]

y2[n5m~ +n~m5 - 2n3m3n4m4n~m~ +n~m~ - 2n2m2n4m4

n~m~ +n~m~ - 2n1mln4m4n~m5 +n5m~ - 2n2m2n3m3

n~m5 +n5m~ - 2nlmln3m3n~m~ +n~m~ - 2nlmln2m2] (9.59)

Insertion of

(nlml +n2m2 +n3m3 + n4m4)2 = n~m~ +n~m~ + n5m5 +n~m~ +
2nlmln2m2 +2nlmln3m3 +2nlm1n4m4 +

2n2m2n3m3 +2n2m2n4m4 + 2n3m3n4m4 = O

into eq. (9.59) gives

6

:l)bD2 = y2(n~ + n~ +n5 +n~)(m~ +m~ +m5 +m~) = y 2 . 1. 1 = y 2

i=1

This implies rotation invariance2 .

(9.60)

(9.61)

9.F Continuous Representation

It was earlier demonstrated that the principal direction of curvature t 1 coincides with the
direction of either bi or -bi for all i. Continuous changes of the direction t1 will conse
quently change the direction of bi (and possibly also smooth changes of the magnitude
bi). The change of bi will be continuous if no 'sudden' sign changes occur.

Examination of eq. (9.10), (9.40) and (9.41) gives that the sign changes occur when

(9.62)

This does not create any discontinuities since the magnitude bi at this instance equals zero
(eq. (9.42)).

9.G Three Principal Directions

The principal directions of curvature, t 1 , t 2 and t 3 are orthogonal to each other. This
ensures that the different ti do not interfere with each other in the vector summation in
eq. (9.10).

2See Waterson [96, p. 244) for a comment regarding this derivation.
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Chapter 10

Summary and Discussion

A methodology for curvature estimation and description in computer vision and
image processing applications has been presented. The algorithms described are in
many respeets different to other methods. The most significant is that the method
gives a unified approach to the estimation and description of orientation and cur
vature. The concept of curvature and the description thereof in the interpretation
given here become very similar to the methods for orientation description. In addi
tion, the methodology avoids thresholding and premature decision making.

Emphasis has been placed on frequency domain features, and a model of how
curvature is reflected in the Fourier domain has been proposed. Different types
of multi-dimensional data have been considered: images (2D); volumes (3D); time
sequences of images (3D); and time sequences of volumes (4D).

Results on both synthetic and real-world data have been evaluated, and some
comparisons with other algorithms have been carried out. The results indicate that
the methodology presented here has a number of important advantages over other
methods.

10.1 Future Work

Tt is easy to make a list of items for furtheI' development of the algorithms:

• The 2D algorithms should be incorporated into more applications than the ones
described in chapter 4.

• The methods described in chapter 4 should be developed into full-fledged ap
plications.

• The 3D 'amount of curvature' estimation algorithm using different scales should
be fully implemented and evaluated.

• The relationship between the signal-processing approach to curvature used in
this thesis and 'true' differential geometry should be more thoroughly examined.

• The acceleration estimation should use a more fully developed mathematical
mode!.

• The 4D algorithms should be evaluated on real-world data.
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10.2 Curvature Mechanisms in the Human Vi
sual System

The Human Yisual System (HYS) has earlier been listed as one of the sources of
inspiration for the methodology presented in this thesis. This chapter ends with a
discussion considering the relationship between the aigorithms presented in earlier
chapter and evidence concerning the mechanisms in the HYS.

Although it is presently impossible to infer precisely how the HYS extracts curva
ture information, there exist numerous indications from the fields of perception and
psychophysics as well as neurobiology of how the procedure may function (e g Hubel
and Wiesel [52], Blakemore and Over (25), Timney and Macdonald [93], Wilson (99),
Zucker [105], Wilson and Richards [100)).

One of the major breakthroughs in neurobiology was the discovery by Hubel and
Wiesel of orientation-selective cells (see e g [53) for an introduction to this area).
The striate cortex with its manifold features has been of great interest ever since,
One of the most striking features is the organization of orientation-selective cells into
'orientation-columns'. The response of quadrature filters resembles the response of
the orientation selective cells in the striate cortex (Daugman (32)). Neural network
algorithms which develop orientation selective cells in quadrature pairs have been
described (e g Yuille et al (103)).

One of the more popular theories for the HYS curvature mechanism is a scheme
where the curvature information is integrated from the output from the orientation
detectors in the visual cortex. The parallels between this psychophysics theOl'y and
the computer vision algorithm for curvature estimation proposed in this thesis are
obvious. FurtheI' on, recall that the algorithm uses line (or laplace) and edge filters
on the orientation data (eq. (2.16». It is well known that these types of filters are
used in the HYS to extract the orientation information [53).

It is noteworthy that both the orientation and the curvature algorithm have
mechanisms which have been proposed in the psychophysics research field, namely
lateral inhibition between the orientation/curvature detectors. Incompatible orien
tations and curvatures are opposite directed in the vector summations in eq. (2.5)
and (2.14). This can be compared with the lateral inhibition between orientation
detectors discussed in BlakemOl'e et al (24) and Blakemore and Tobin (26), and the
excitatory and inhibitory regions for curvature discussed in Wilson and Richards
[100, fig. l1b]. .

The above mentioned argument makes the curvature direction algorithm one of
the candidates for the possible mechanisms in the HYS integrating the orientation
information into curvature information. However, to the best of my knowledge
there are no neurobiological results speaking in favour for or against this theory.
A physiological evaluation would require simultaneous recording of the activity in
a group of neurons: the orientation se1ective cells and the hypothetical curvature
direction cells integrating the output from the orientation cells. It is also difficult
to design a psychophysical perception experiment which would test the validity of
this hypothesis.
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Appendix A

Colour Images

The colour images in this appendix belong to the fol1owing chapters:

• Chapter 2: fig. A.I-A.7

• Chapter 4: fig. A.8

• Chapter 5: fig. A.9-A.I0

• Chapter 6: fig. A.ll-A.13

• Chapter 7: fig. A.14-A.15

• Chapter 8: fig. A.16-A.22

• Chapter 9: fig. A.23-A.26
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Figure A.l: Upper image: The test pattern. Middie image: Curvature direction
with threshoided magnitude. Lower image: Curvature/iinearity ratio

Figure A.2: The resuit from the curved/straight aigorithm on the circ1e image.
Red=curved, biue=mixed, green=straight
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Figure A.3: Discrimination of the different circies with use of the curved/straight
ratio

Figure A.4: Orientation estimate from 'Lenna'. The colour code is given in fig. 2.10
and 2.16
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Figure A.5: Curvature direction estimate from 'Lenna'. The representation is ex
amplified in tig. 2.10

Figure A.6: Curvature magnitude estimate from 'Lenna'.
green=medium, blue=high
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Figure A.7: Curved/straight estimate from 'Lenna'. Red=curved, blue=mixed,
green=straight

Figure A.S: Top: Original orientation image. Middle: Vedor average. Bottom:
Vedor enhancement
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Figure A.9: Example of 3D orientation visualization with a matrix of tensor element
images. Green and red colour indicate positive and negative values respectively

Figure A.lO: Example of 3D orientation visualization. The orientation tensor is
interpreted as three 'double angle' 2D-vectors. Note the interpretation spheres dis
played below the corresponding sub-image
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Figure A.Il: The local shape estimates

Figure A.12: The output from the straight-forward differential geometry ap
proach.Green colour indicates positive Gaussian curvature and red colour negative
Gaussian curvature.
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Figure A.13: The output from the eggvalue algorithm. Green colour indicates ellip
soid surface patches and red colour indicates saddle patches

Figure A.14: Upper left: Circle moving with constant velocity. Upper right: Accel
eration direction estimate. Lower left: Circle accelerating to the left. Lower right:
Estimate. Red colour = acceleration to the left
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Figure A.15: A frame from the bungy-jump sequence. The superimposed accelera
tion direetion estimate has good correspondence to the apparent ground truth

Figure A.16: The XIX2 representation projeetion of the orientation tensol' for the
4D sphere. The colour indicates the '2D-orientation' for the index-pair
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Figure A.17: The XIX3 representation projeetion of the orientation tensol' for the
4D sphere.

Figure A.18: The XIX4 representation projeetion of the orientation tensol' for the
4D sphere.
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Figure A.19: The X2X3 representation projeetion of the orientation tensol' for the
4D sphere.

Figure A.20: The X2X4 representation projeetion of the orientation tensol' for the
4D sphere.
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Figure A.21: The X3X4 representation projeetion of the orientation tensol' for the
4D sphere.

Figure A.22: The six representation projeetions of the orientation tensor for the 4D
cylinder
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Figure A.23: The 4D sphere. Upper part: b;, i e data obtained by processing on
the xlx2-projection. Lower part: b~ obtained by processing on the x3x4-projection.
The output of the principal direetion estimation is displayed with b:1 +W2 parts to
the left and b:3 + ib:4 parts to the right
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Figure A.24: The 4D sphere. Upper part: b~, obtained by processing on the X1X3

projection. Lower part: b~ obtained by processing on the x2x4-projection. Both
with b;l + W2 to the left and b;3 + ib;4 to the right

Figure A.25: The 4D sphere. Upper part: b~, obtained by processing on the X1X4

projection. Lower part: b~ obtained by processing on the x2x3-projection. Both
with b;l + ib;2 to the left and b;3 +W4 to the right
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Figure A.26: The representation of the principal direetion of the 4D cylinder. All of
the b'-vectors are parallel, either equally or opposite direeted. This is easily verified
in this figure.
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